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PREFACE 
Tne purpose of this thesis was to develop a graphical tooi for the visuaiization of a 
~umber of soning methods. The tool developed, called SortDisplay, not only gives the users 
the option to view various sorting methods in execution, but also gives other options to get 
infonnation about the perfonnance and complexity of the sorting algorithms in tenns of the 
~umber cf comparisons and exchanges needed. The tool also has various other options 
which help the user understand and analyze the sorting algorithms implemented. The tool 
was designed to be an educational tool running on the Oklahoma State University Computer 
Science Department' s Sequent Symmetry S/81 computer running the Dynixlptx operating 
system. The tollowing topics, which were covered as background and context, put the thesis 
work in perspective: (1) sorting and sorting algorithms; (2) the concept of visualization and 
types of visualization; (3) the X window system, the X protocoi, and various software layers 
in X; (4) the OSFlMotiftoolkit; and (5) using Motif with C++. 
The programming part of the tool involved designing and implementing the class 
hierarchies, application framework, sorting methods, and user-interface. The program, 
coded in the C++ programming language using the Motif toolkit, Xt Intrinsics, and Xlib, has 
over 4500 lines ofuncommented code (over 5500 lines of documented code), 2 major class 
hierarchies, and 40 classes. The six sorting methods that were implemented include two 
Insertion sorts (Linear Insertion and Shellsort), three Exchange sorts (Bubblesort, Combsort, 
III 
and Quicksort), and one Exchange sort (Straight Selection). SortDisplay was evaluated by 
various users of the Computer Science Department's Sequent Symmetry S/81 machine 
including faculty and staff members, and former and current graduate students. Most of the 
recommendations and suggestions of the evaluators were incorporated into the tool. A 
number of the ideas that were deemed beyond the scope of the present work were left for the 
future updates of the tool. 
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Visualization is the process of graphically or pictorially representing objects, 
concepts, or processes. Visualization is attention-grabbing, and generally more efficient than 
the verbal or numerical presentation of the same information or data in terms of 
understandability and user-friendliness. Graphical representation of data helps in extracting, 
abstracting, and presenting meaningful, pertinent information from large volumes of 
complex data. Visual demonstrations and interactive visualization tools can be used 
effectively to convey complex ideas. 
Graphical display of sorting methods dynamically while in execution would help in 
better understanding and comparative appreciation of the sorting algorithms. To have such 
a tool on the Oklahoma State University Computer Science Department's Sequent Symmetry 
S/81 would be help:E.ll pedagogically. The primary objective of this thesis was to develop 
a graphical tool for the visualization of a number of sorting methods. The sorts considered 
here include Linear Insertion, Shellsort, Bubblesort, Comb sort, Quicksort, and Straight 
Selection. 
The tool, called SortDisplay, was implemented using the Motif Toolkit on the 
Sequent S/81 computer running the DYNIXIptx operating system. Chapter II of this thesis 
discusses the concept of visualization and its types, sorting and sorting algorithms, and the 
visualization of sorting algorithms. Chapter ill describes the implementation platform and 
environment in terms of the toolkit and the programming language used. Chapter IV takes 
a look at the design and implementation issues involved in developing SortDisplay. The 
testing and evaluation of SortDisplay are discussed in Chapter V. Finally, Chapter VI 
summarizes the thesis work and provides some suggestions for future work. 
CHAPTER II 
VISUALIZA nON AND SORTING ALGORITHMS 
2.1 Visualization 
Patterns and shapes are generally less abstract than numbers and words. Information 
that is presented graphically (as pictures and graphs) conveys more readily and permits 
better retention and assimilation than the verbal or textual representation of the same 
information. Graphics have been used for centuries to communicate information effectively 
among people and aid in the comprehension of complex information [House 82]. 
Visualization can be described in Gershon's words as "the process of transforming 
information into a visual form, enabling users to observeJhe information" [Gershon 92]. 
2.1.1 Types of Visualization 
Visualization could be broadly classified into Data Visualization, Algorithm 
Animation, and Program Visualization. 
• Data Visualization refers to the graphical representation of application-oriented data. 
Gershon observes that "data represented in a visual form is used for visual analysis of data 
and for scanning data for existence of desired features" [Gershon 92]. 
• Algorithm Animation refers to the abstraction of a program's data, operations, and 
semantics, and the creation of dynamic graphical views of those abstractions [Gerald and 
3 
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Ueberhuber 94]. Gerald and Ueberhuber gave the following definition for Algorithm 
Animation. 
Algorithm animation includes the exposItion of program properties by 
displaying multiple dynamic views of the program and associated data 
structures. It also encompasses program animation and data-structure 
rendering, which typically involve one-to-one mappings between program 
data and animation images. However, algorithm animation is broader than 
these two areas as it involves program views that go beyond simple data-
structure presentation. 
• Program Visualization refers to the pictorial representation of different aspects of a 
program which is specified in a conventional, textual manner [Gerald and Ueberhuber 94]. 
2.2 Sorting and Sorts 
Sorting could be defined as the ordering of elements of a set according to some 
predefined rules of order. Knuth defines sorting as "the rearrangement of items into 
ascending or descending order" [Knuth 73]. 
This section gives an overview of a number of sorting algorithms. The sorts could 
be grouped (based on the way data is compared and moved while sorting) as: 
Insertion Sorts: Linear Insertion; Binary Insertion; and Shellsort. 
Exchange Sorts: Bubblesort; Comb sort; Shakersort; and Quicksort. 
Selection Sorts: Straight Selection; Tree Selection; and Heapsort. 
Some of the other sorts include Sorting by Merging and Sorting by Distribution [Knuth 73]. 
The ensuing discussion is based on the following assumptions and definitions. 
1. Sorting is arranging a sequence of nonnegative integers in a non-decreasing order. 
2. The sorts considered here are internal sorts, i.e., the entire sorting can be done in main 
memory. In other words, the number of elements to be sorted is relatively small (small 
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enough to fit in the internal memory). Sorts that cannot be performed in main memory and 
must be done on disk or tapes are called external sorts [Knuth 73] and are not considered 
here. 
3. The calculation of the running time of a sorting algorithm is based on the number of 
algorithm steps, i.e., the number of comparisons and exchanges, required to sort n items. As 
Sedgewick points out, "sorting programs access records in one of two ways: either keys are 
accessed for comparison, or entire records are accessed to be moved" [Sedgewick 90]. It is 
assumed that the implementation of sorting algorithms here "avoids shuffling the records 
around by doing an indirect sort, i.e., the records themselves are not necessarily rearranged, 
but rather an array of pointers (or indices) is rearranged so that the first pointer points to the 
smallest record, etc." [Sedgewick 90]. 
4. Another important factor to be considered is the space complexity of the sorting 
algorithms. All the algorithms require an array of size n to hold the n records to be sorted. 
The amount of extra memory required is an important factor to be considered. The sorting 
methods could be classified into three types [Sedgewick 90] on the basis of extra memory 
required: a) those that sort in place and use no extra memory, except perhaps for a small 
stack or table; b) those that use a linked-list representation and thus use n extra words of 
memory for list pointers; and c) those that need enough extra memory to hold another copy 
of the array to be sorted. 
5. The following definitions apply [Weiss 93]. 
'0': T(n) = O(f(n)) if there are constants c and l\J such that T(n) ~ c fen) when n ? 110. '0' 
implies that the growth rate ofTen) is less than or equal to that offen). 
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'Q': T(n) = Q(g(n)) ifthere are constants c and 110 such that T(n) ~ c g(n) when n ~ 110. 'Q' 
implies that the growth rate ofTen) is greater than or equal to that of g(n). 
'8': T(n) = 8(h(n)) if and only if T(n) = O(h(n)) and T(n) = Q(h(n)). '8' implies that the 
growth the rate ofTen) is equal to the growth rate ofh(n). 
The following subsections contain a brief discussion of the sorting algorithms that 
were considered for this thesis. These sorting methods were selected based on the ease of 
representing the sorting process graphically in terms of data comparisons and movements. 
2.2.1 Linear Insertion 
This is one of the simplest sorting algorithms. This algorithm could be compared 
with the task of picking up cards one by one for a bridge hand. Each new card is inserted 
into the correct position, relative to the other cards already considered in the hand [Sorting 
out Sorting 81]. The sort consists of n - 1 passes for n elements to be sorted. For passes p 
= 2 through n, the sort ensures that the elements in positions 1 through p are in sorted order. 
It makes use of the fact that elements in positions 1 through p - 1 are already known to be 
in sorted order [Weiss 93]. 
The following linear insertion sort algorithm is based on the one given by Knuth 
[Knuth 73]. Let R 1, R2, . .. , R" represent the records to be sorted. Each record holds one 
key. After sorting, the records' keys will be in the order KI :; K2 :; ... :; Kn' 
1. [Loop on j] Perform Steps 2 through 5 for j = 2, 3, ... , n. then terminate the algorithm. 
2. [Setupi,K,R] Seti=j-l,K=Kj, andR=~. 
3. [Compare K, K j ] IfK ~ K j , go to Step 5. 
4. [Move R" decrease i] Set R,+I = R" then i = i -1. Ifi > 0, go to Step 3. 
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5. [R into R+I] Set R+I = R. 
This sort, according to Sedgewick "uses about n2/2 comparisons and n2/8 data 
movements on the average, and twice as many in the worst case" [Sedgewick 90]. So the 
algorithm has a running time complexity of O(n2), where n is the number of records to be 
sorted. This bound is tight because input in reverse can also achieve this bound. So. the 
average case and worst case time complexity is Q(n2). If the input is pre-sorted, the running 
time would be O(n) [Weiss 93]. Since sorting is done in-place, no extra memory is needed. 
So the space complexity of the algorithm is O(n), for n records. 
2.2.2 Shell sort 
Shell sort is named after its inventor, Donald Shell [Shell 59]. It was one of the first 
algorithms to break the quadratic time barrier. The first algorithm to improve on O(n2) was 
mergesort, suggested as early as 1945 by John von Neumann [Knuth 73]. It works by 
making comparisons between elements that are distant; the distance between comparisons 
decreases as the algorithm runs, and in the last phase, adjacent elements are compared. For 
this reason, Shellsort is sometimes referred to as the diminishing increment sort. 
Shellsort uses a sequence, hi' h2' ... , ~ called the increment sequence. Although 
any choice of increment sequence will do as long as h 1 = 1, some choices are better than 
others in terms of the number of comparisons and exchanges needed. 
The following algorithm is based on one given by Knuth [Knuth 73]. Records R1, 
R2 ... , ~ are to be sorted in the ascending order of their keys. Each record holds one key. 
After sorting, the keys will be in the order KI ~ K2 ~ ... ~ ~. 
1. [Loop on s] Perform Step 2 for s = t, t - 1, ... , 1, then terminate the algorithm. 
2. [Loop onj] Set h = hs and perfonn Steps 3 through 6 for h < j 5, n. 
3. [Setupi,K,R] Seti<j-h,K=Kj,andR=~. 
4. [Compare K, KJ IfK ~ K;, go to Step 6. 
5. [Move R;, decrease i] Set R;+h = R;, then i = i-h. If i > 0, go to Step 4. 
6. [R into R;+h] Set R;+h = R. 
One increment choice for Shellsort is Shell's increment sequence [Knuth 73): 
~ = l h12 J and hk = l hk+ 1 J 
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The worst case running time of Shellsort using Shell's increment sequence is 8Cn2), where 
n is the number of records to be sorted. A popular increment sequence used is Hibbard's 
increment sequence [Knuth 73]: 
1,3,7, ... ,2k-1,fork=1,2, ... ,n. 
The worst case running time of Shell sort using Hibbard's increment sequence is 8Cn3:2) 
[Weiss 91]. The average case time is not known. Since sorting is done in-place, no extra 
memory is needed. So the space complexity of the algorithm is O(n), where n is the number 
of records to be sorted. 
2.2.3 Bubblesort 
The method is called "bubble sorting" because large elements "bubble up" to their 
proper position. Knuth observed that "perhaps the most obvious way to sort by exchanges 
is to compare adjacent keys and swap the items if they are out of order" [Knuth 73]. 
Bubblesort is also known as exchange selection or propagation sort. 
The following algorithm is based on one given by Knuth [Knuth 73). Records R1, 
R2, ••• , R" are to be sorted in ascending order. Each record holds one key. After sorting is 
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completed, the keys will be in the order KI ~ K2 ~ ... ~ K". 
1. [Initialize BOUND] Set BOUND = n. 
2. [Loop on j] Set t = 0. Perform Step 3 for j = 1, 2, ... , BOUND - 1, and then go to Step 
4. 
3. [Compare and Swap] IfK; > K j + I' swap ~ and ~+ I' and set t = j. 
4. [Any more exchanges?] 1ft = 0, the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, set BOUND = t 
and return to Step 2. 
As far as time complexity calculated in terms of the number of critical operations is 
concerned, according to Sedgewick "bubble sort uses about n2/2 comparisons and n2/2 
exchanges on the average and in the worst case" [Sedgewick 90]. So the algorithm has a 
running time complexity of Q (n2), where n is the number of records to be sorted. If the 
input is pre-sorted, no swaps are ever needed and Step 3 is executed n times [Aho et al. 83]. 
So the running time complexity would be O(n). Sorting is done in-place and so no extra 
memory is required. So the space complexity of the algorithm is O(n), for n records to be 
sorted. 
2.2.4 Combsort 
Combsort was introduced by Richard Box and Stephen Lacey [Box and Lacey 91]. 
It is simple and yet efficient [Su 93]. It has been developed based on bubblesort. 
Bubblesort, as described in the previous subsection, is one of the simplest algorithms used 
for sorting. It is easy to program and debug and also consumes little extra memory [Box and 
Lacey 91]. But bubblesort is slow for most lists of data. A few simple modifications to the 
original bubblesort routine can make it a fast and efficient sort for all kinds of lists [Box and 
Lacey 91]. The modified sorting method is called Combsort. 
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Bubblesort works by comparing each element to the next and swapping the elements 
if they are out of order. A bubblesort is done when it makes a pass that doesn't require any 
swaps. Bubblesort is slow because it is susceptible to the birth of elements called turtles, "a 
turtle is a relatively low value located near the end of a list when the list is to be sorted in 
ascending order" [Box and Lacey 91]. Bubblesort is modified to eliminate turtles by 
allowing the gap (defined as the distance between compared elements) to be greater than 
1, as opposed to the original bubblesort in which the gap is always 1. This minor change 
makes Combsort efficient while still retaining the simplicity of bubble sort. 
Initially, the gap is the list length divided by 1.3, which is called the shrink factor 
[Box and Lacey 91]. The shrinkfactor of 1.3 was determined empirically to be the ideal gap 
by testing Combsort over 200,000 random lists [Box and Lacey 91]. Before each subsequent 
pass, the gap is reduced to the value of the previous gap divided by 1.3; and if this quotient 
becomes less than 1, it is reset to 1. Comb sort, therefore, uses a sequence of diminishing 
increments, as does Shellsort. 
Another improvement added to improve Combsort is the Rule of 11, with the new 
sort being called Combsort 11. The Rule of 11 eliminates gap sizes of 9 and 10 and always 
includes 11. 
The following algorithm for Combsortl1 is based on the C program given by Box 
and Lacey [Box and Lacey 91]. 
1. [Initialize switches] Initialize switches = O. 
2. [Set gap] Set gap = size of list. 
3. [Loop] Perform Steps 4 through 9 while gap> 1 or switches> o. 
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4. [Reset gap] Set gap = gap I shrink factor. If gap = 0, reset gap = 1; else if gap = 9 or 
10, reset gap = 11. 
5. [Reset switches] Set switches = 0. 
6. [Set top] Set top = size - gap. 
7. [Inner loop] Perfonn Steps 8 and 9 for i = 0, ... , top - 1. 
8. [Set j] Set j = i + gap. 
9. [Compare, Swap, and Update] Ifjth element> ithelement, then swap ithand/h elements 
and switches = switches + 1. 
The empirical results given by Box and Lacey [Box and Lacey 91] and Su [Su 93] 
indicate that the average case running time complexity of the algorithm for sorting random 
lists is comparable to that of Heap sort and Quicksort. So the running time of the algorithm 
appears to be O(n log n). Also, Combsort sorts a sorted list and a reverse sorted list faster 
than it would sort a random list [Su 93]. Since sorting is done in-place, no extra memory is 
required. So the space complexity of the algorithm is O(n), where n is the number of records 
to be sorted. 
2.2.5 Quicksort 
As the name implies, Quicksort is the fastest known sorting algorithm in practice. 
Quicksort is a divide-and-conquer recursive algorithm. Weiss gives the basic algorithm to 
sort an array S ofn elements in the following four steps [Weiss 93]. 
1. If the number of elements in S is ° or 1, then return. 
2. Pick any element v in S. This is called the pivot. 
3. Partition S - {v} (the remaining elements in S) into two disjoint groups, one less than v 
and the other greater than v: 
S I = {x E S - {v} I x < v} and S2 = {x E S - {v} I x > v}. 
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4. Return {quicksort(SI)' followed by v, followed by quicksort(S2)}' 
The reason why Quicksort is fast is that the partitioning step can actually be 
performed in place and very efficiently. Its average running time is O(n log n), where n is 
the number of records to be sorted. It is fast mainly due to a tight and optimized inner loop. 
Quicksort cannot perform as well as expected unless the choice of the pivot is good. If the 
pivot is chosen very close to one side of the sequence, the running time will be higher. For 
example, if the pivot is the smallest element in the sequence, the partition requires n-l 
comparisons, resulting in only placing the pivot in the right position. If the sequence is 
already in non-decreasing order and the first element is always selected as the pivot, the 
running time of the algorithm is O(n2) [Manber 89]. 
The quadratic worst case can be eliminated for sequences that are in sorted or almost 
sorted order by comparing the first, last, and middle elements, and then taking the median 
of these three, i.e., the second largest, as the pivot. This method of choosing the partition is 
called the Median-of-Three partitioning [Weiss 93]. An even safer method is to choose 
pivots from among the elements in the sequence at random. The running time of Quicksort 
will still be O(n2) in the worst case, because there is still a chance that the pivot is the 
smallest element in the sequence. However, the likelihood that this worst case will occur 
is small [Manber 89]. Sorting is done in-place and in the average case uses only a small 
auxiliary stack to handle recursion. So the average case space complexity for the algorithm 
is O(n), where n is the number of records to be sorted. However, in the worst case, when the 
array is already sorted, the extra space required to handle recursion will be about the size of 
the number of records to be sorted [Sedgewick 90]. As mentioned above, the likelihood of 
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this worst case occurring is small. 
2.2.6 Straight Selection 
This is probably one of the simplest sorting algorithms to understand [Sorting out 
Sorting 81]. While sorting, an item is moved to the beginning of the array by exchanging 
it with the item currently in the desired location. 
The following algorithm is based on the one given by Knuth [Knuth 73]. Records 
R1, R2, ••• , R, are to be sorted. Each record holds one key. After sorting their keys will be 
in the order K\:o; K2 ~ ... :0; ~. 
1. [Loop onj] Perform Steps 2 and 3 for j = n, n - L ... ,2. 
2. [Find the maximum key] Search through Kj , Kj _1 , ••• , Kl to find the maximum key and 
let it be~. 
3. [Exchange with~] Swap records R; and~. 
The sort uses about n2/2 comparisons and n exchanges to sort an array of n elements 
[Sedgewick 90]. Regardless of the amount of order already existing in the input data, the 
algorithm performs Steps 2 and 3, n(n -1)/2 times, so the worst case and average case time 
complexity is Q (n2), where n is the number of records to be sorted l Aho ct al. 83]. Since 
sorting is done in-place and no extra memory is required, the space complexity of the 
algorithm is O(n), for n records. 
2.3 Related Work 
Because of the importance of visualization and animation in the understanding of 
algorithms, animation of sorting algorithms has been implemented on different platforms 
using different tools and techniques. Three related implementations are discussed here. 
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Ronald Baecker's well-known work Sorting out Sorting [Sorting out Sorting 81] is 
an excellent algorithm animation film that shows visualization of nine sorting algorithms. 
The film is useful and engaging because of good visualization, animation, and a narrative 
that accompanies it. The film explains each sorting method in some detail and also compares 
the performance of all the nine sorting methods on sample data. 
XTANGO is a general purpose algorithm animation system that supports 
programmers' developing smooth animation of their own programs. Sorting algorithms 
have been implemented in the XT ANGO environment using rectangles, circles, etc. to 
represent the data. An http site that has animations for some of the sorting methods is 
www.cc.gatech.edu/gvulsoftvizJalgoanimlxtango.html. 
Microsoft Visual C++ vI.51 software has a demonstration program that implements 
animation of some of the sorting methods. This program also uses sticks to represent sample 
data. The program has options to vary the speed of display and add sound. The program 
also gives comparative statistics for each run. 
CHAPTERID 
IMPLEMENTATION PLATFORM AND ENVIRONMENT 
3.1 Implementation Platform 
The Sequent Symmetry S/81, is a mainframe class computer system with a multi-
processor architecture. The multi-processing and shared memory architecture consists of the 
following elements [Sequent 90]. 
• A parallel architecture that utilizes multiple industry-standard microprocessors. 
• Either the DYNIX v3.0 operating system or the DYNlXlptx operating system, both UNIX 
ports. 
• A standard set of network interfaces such as Ethernet, SCSI, VMEbus, and MULTIBUS. 
The Sequent Symmetry S/8}'s operating system has been engineered to incorporate 
features that support the underlying parallel architecture. Software that has been written for 
the UNIX operating system can run on the Sequent Symmetry S/81 with little or no 
modification. In the case of multi-user applications, the operating system of the Sequent 
Symmetry S/81 automatically distributes the tasks to multiple processors in an attempt to 
reduce response time and increase system throughput [Sequent 90]. 
The DYNIX v3.0 operating system supports the two major command sets of UNIX, 
namely the Berkeley UNIX and UNIX System V. On the other hand, the DYNlXlptx 
operating system is compatible with AT&T System V v3.2 only [Sequent 90] . 
15 
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3.2 Implementation Environment 
Research has shown that there can be substantial differences between the degree of 
user-friendliness of a program and the quality of its interface, in learning time, performance 
speed, error rates, and user satisfaction [Shneiderman 91]. One solution to the problem is to 
use graphical user interfaces (GUI's) and graphical display, which can help the user use the 
commands more easily and assimilate the data more readily. 
The X Window System TM provides an "open" window system that supports a broad 
and powerful graphical windowing system foundation with very few restrictions on the 
development of high level applications. The X Window System TM supports mechanisms for 
implementing graphical user interfaces (GUI's) without imposing a particular user-interface 
style [Smith 91]. 
3.2.1 X Window System™ 
Nye gives the following introduction to X [Nye 90]. 
The X window system (or simply X) provides a hierarchy of resizable 
windows and supports high performance device independent graphics. Unlike 
most other window systems for UNIX that have a built-in user interface, X 
is a substrate on which almost any style of user-interface can be built. But 
what is most unusual about X is that it is based on an asynchronous network 
protocol rather than on procedure or system calls. The advantage of using 
this protocol basis is that both local and network applications can be operated 
in the same way. 
X is highly portable and as Nye observes, it is "so hardware independent and 
operating system independent that properly written application software will compile and 
run on any system" [Nye 90]. X differs from other widow systems in that it is not one 
homogeneous piece of software but has three interrelated parts: a server, a client, and a 
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network layer [Mansfield 91]. The server is the software that manages the display, 
keyboard, and mouse. The client is a program displaying on the screen and taking input from 
the keyboard and mouse. The client and server interact by the client sending drawing and 
information requests to the server and the server responding with user input, information, 
or error reports. The client and server may be running on the same machine or on different 
machines. 
3.2.2 Network - The X Protocol 
The X window system is defined by Nye as follows [Nye 90]. 
The X protocol is the true definition of the X window system. Below the X 
protocol any lower level of networking can be used. as long as it is bi-
directional and delivers bytes in sequence and unduplicated between a server 
process and a client process. 
If the client and server are on the same machine, the network protocol could be using 
the local interprocess communication (IPC) channels. If they are running on different host 
machines, the network protocol could be using the Internet protocol using TCPIIP or 
DECnet. The protocol is designed to be operated asynchronously since this allows much 
higher performance. 
3.2.3 Software Layers 
The hierarchy of different layers that constitute X is given in Figure 1. As can be 
seen, the X protocol is the lowest level. It can be considered the machine language of X 
[Barkakati 91]. Clients implement the X protocol via a programming library that interfaces 
to a single underlying network protocol [Nye 90]. 
Xlib, which is the next higher level in the hierarchy, can be considered the assembly 
language of X [Barkakati 91]. It is a C language-based client programming library that uses 
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sockets on systems based on Berkeley UNIX, and provides code which simulates sockets' 
interfaces on systems based on AT&T's UNIX system V [Nye 90]. Although, X provides 
access to the X protocol through more than three hundred routines [Barkakati 91] and gives 
the programmer a great deal of control over X applications, its capabilities are basic. It 
would take a lot of effort using a lot of Xlib routines to develop a graphical user interface 

















Figure 1. Hierarchy of software layers of X (source: [Smith 91]) 
At the next higher level is the X Toolkit lntrinsics (also called Xt lntrinsics), which 
can be considered the high level language of X [Barkakati 91]. Xt lntrinsics takes an object 
oriented approach to implementing basic building blocks known as widgets [Du 93]. A 
widget could be defined as "a collection of data structures encapsulated with a public 
functional interface that implements a high-level GUI component such as a menu" [Smith 








toolkits like OSF!Motif. 
3.2.4 OSF/Motif 
OSF !Motif is a toolkit developed by the Open Software Foundation [Heller 91]. The 
OSF IMotif Toolkit is a set of functions and procedures that provide quick and easy access 
to the lower layers of the X window system [Dabbi 94]. The OSF/Motif functions and 
procedures provide user-interface objects known as widgets. OSF!Motif is a specification 
rather than an implementation, which makes it entirely implementation independent [Heller 
91]. The primary window functions such as resizing, closing, moving, and iconizing are 
handled by the Motif Window Manager (MWM). The architecture of OSF/Motif Toolkit 







- -.-- --- ---
User-Interface 
Language (U .LL) 
y 
... _ _ __ U.LL 
Compile 
Figure 2. Architecture of OSF!Motif (source: [Berlage 91]) 
Motifprovides a set of basic components that can be assembled into a graphical user 
interface. It provides the user interface components with which the user interacts. It also 
provides widgets that can be used for the more visible application controls such as push 
buttons, menus, labels, dialog boxes, scroll bars, and text entry or display areas. 
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3.2.5 Using Motif with C++ 
As mentioned earlier, Motif is based on the Xt Intrinsics, a library that supports an 
object-oriented architecture implemented in C. C++ is a language derived from C but which 
provides direct support for object oriented programming. There is a catch though: the 
objects supported by Xt and Motif are completely different from C++ objects [Young 95]. 
On the other hand, by using C++ with the Motif toolkit, both of which provide an abstraction 
layer that can be generalized for reusability, code that is abstract and generalized can be 
produced [Bernstein 95]. 
The general design goal of large software development projects is to mcrease 
reusability and improve productivity by reducing the amount of code a programmer must 
write. There are at least two ways to develop a point and click application to reduce the 
amount of code one must write. The traditional approach is to provide collections of 
functions or classes that implement common components needed by many programs. Motif 
is a typical example of a toolkit based on this approach. Motif provides a set of ready-to-use 
user-interface components that can be used with one another effectively to form a new 
application. Toolkits are effective and widely used forms of reusable software [Young 95] . 
Another approach, as defined by Young [Young 95], is to pay less attention to 
individual components needed by various applications, and to focus instead on the structure 
and control flow within a particular type of application. Here. the goal is to spare the 
programmer from having to define the architecture of each new application. An application 
framework provides a way to capture the characteristics. particularly the organizational 
characteristics, common to many applications. Analogous to a toolkit, an application 
framework is a library that provides various components needed by programs. However, 
unlike traditional toolkits, an application framework also defines most of the connections 
between these components and defines the overall structure of applications built on the 
framework [Young 95]. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
Ibis chapter examines the design and implementation issues involved in developing 
the SortDisplay program including the class hierarchies, the application framework, sorting, 
dynamic display, and other related issues. The program has been implemented in the C++ 
programming language, following C++ and object-oriented programming and design 
conventions. The program has 40 classes and each class is declared in a file class.h (class 
is the name of the class) and implemented in class.C. 
4.1 Overview of the Tool 
The SortDisplay program enables users to observe the dynamic display of sorting 
methods. It also allows users to get current statistics, performance and complexity analysis 
graphs, and other useful information about the sorting algorithms. 
Initially, the user selects a file that contains unsorted data. Until the user selects a 
valid data file, the "Sort" menu is not activated. After the user selects a valid data file. the 
unsorted data is displayed in a window titled "Unsorted Data". The numbers are represented 
by rectangles whose length is sized proportional to the magnitude of the values they 
represent. Now the "Sort" menu becomes active. Any number of the six sorting methods 
can be selected. Corresponding to each sorting method selected, the data is displayed again 
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III a window titled by the name of the sorting method. Using the "Display Sorting" 
command, all ofthe sorting methods selected can be started at the same time. The sorting 
display windows now show the dynamic display of sorting methods in execution. The two 
numbers that are compared or swapped at each step are represented by the darkening of the 
rectangles that represent the numbers. The number of comparisons and swaps that have been 
made are also displayed dynamically in the window. The "Reset" command can be used at 
any time to restart the sorting. 
The speed of sorting display can be varied using the "Speed" command. Pushing the 
"Statistics" command button causes a window to pop up showing the number of comparisons 
and the number of swaps each sorting method took to sort the given data. The options under 
the "Info" menu provide useful information about the sorting algorithms. There is also a 
"Help" menu which provides information on running the program. And finally, the "Exit" 
command under the "File" menu can be used to exit the program. 
4.2 Sorting and Display 
There are two main aspects to the SortDisplay program: one is to sort the data and 
store the sorting information, i.e ., the two numbers that are compared and the numbers that 
are moved around at every step of the sorting process; and the other is the dynamic display 
of the sorting process. 
4.2.1 Sorting 
Sorting is implemented using the abstract class Sort which supports an absolute 
virtual member function doTheSortingQ which is implemented in the derived classes. 
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Unsorted data is stored and accessed usmg the class UnsortedData and the sorting 






4.2.2 Dynamic Display 




Figure 3. Sorting Class Hierarchy 
The data is represented as rectangles whose lengths are sized according to the 
magnitude of the values they represent, and the sorting process is shown by darkening the 
rectangles that represent the numbers that are being compared or swapped at each state of 
the sorting process. The drawing is done on a canvas, which is a pixmap but which doesn ' t 
appear on the screen until copied. 
Dynamic display of the sorting process is implemented using a technique called 
double-buffering. Double-buffering is a technique that uses two drawing canvases and at 
any given time, one of these canvases is visible. while the other remains hidden. All objects 
that appear on the next frame of the animation are drawn on the hidden canvas. When the 
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entire scene has been rendered, the entire canvas is displayed at once. The previously visible 
canvas is hidden, erased, and made available for drawing the next frame. The result is a 
smooth animation [Young 95]. 
The Canvas class provides the pixmap and also supports other drawing functions 
such as drawCircleO, drawRectangleO, drawLineO, and drawStringO. The class's public 
protocol also includes a function to copy the drawing onto the screen, copyO, and functic)fls 
to clear the pixmap with black background, blackenO, and with white background, whitenO. 
The windows which provide the drawing area to display the pixmaps are described later in 
this chapter. 
4.3 U ser-Interface 
4.3.1 Initialization 
The initialization of the SortDisplay application program IS handled by the 
Application class which does all of the following. 
• Initialize the Xt Intrinsics. 
• Open a connection to the X server. 
• Handle events by entering an event loop. 
Apart from the initialization, the Application class handles additional responsibilities 
including: 
• Maintaining global data structures including the X display and application context. 
• Creating a main shell that serves as a parent for all top-level windows and dialogs. 
Since the application must create a single instance of the Application class (which 
can be accessed throughout the program) a global instance, theApplication is declared, which 
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is instantiated in the main routine. 
4.3.2 Application Framework 
The design of the user-interface of the SortDisplay program is based on Young's 
application framework [Young 95]. The application framework called MotifApp, supports 
features common to many Motif applications, including menus, dialogs, multiple top-level 
windows, etc. 
The strategy used here is to make effective use of C++ objects to create higher level 
user-interface components that combine one or more widgets into a logical grouping. A 
component not only encapsulates a collection of widgets but defines the behavior of the 
overall component as well. Nearly all the user-interface components used follow a simple 
protocol defined by Young [Young 95]. The following features are supported by these 
components. 
• Components create one or more widgets in the class constructor. Normally, callbacks, if 
any, are registered here as well. Each component creates a single widget, called the base 
widget that forms the root of a widget tree represented by the class. All other widgets are 
children or descendants of this base widget. 
• Components take a widget as an argument in the constructor. This widget serves as the 
parent of the component's base widget. 
• Components accept a string as an argument in the class constructor. This string is used 
as the name of the root of the component's widget tree. 
• Each component class provides an access method that can be used to retrieve the root 
widget of the component tree. 
• Component classes allow the widget subtree encapsulated by the class to be managed and 
urunanaged. 
• Components handle the widget destruction within the component's widget tree. The 
widgets encapsulated by an object are destroyed when the object is destroyed. 
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The basic user-interface component of any Motif application is a widget. The 
Basic Widget class supports a base widget, which represents the root of every component's 
widget tree. However, this class itself doesn't create the base widget. The derived classes 
create the widget of the type needed. BasicWidget class also provides two member functions 
manageO and unmanageO, which manage or unmanage the component's base widget. These 
member functions are declared as vinual to allow derived classes to alter this behavior. if 
needed. This class is intended specifically to serve as a base class for other classes. Its 
constructor is declared in the protected portion of the class and hence the class cannot be 
instantiated directly. 
The higher level of user-interface components that are derived from the BasicWidget 










Figure 4. User-Interface Components' Class Hierarchy 
The following four sections discuss the higher level classes in detail. 
4.4 Dialogs 
Dialog windows appear on the screen for a relatively short amount of time and allow 
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applications to ask questions, display important infonnation, warning messages. and error 
messages. There are two types of dialog classes, as shown in Figure 5, which are directly 




Figure 5. Dialogs' Class Hierarchy 
4.4.1 PopupDialog Class 
This class is implemented as a dialog manager which creates dialogs based on need. 
thus increasing speed and efficiency. There are three types of dialogs that are needed by the 
application: an infonnation dialog, a warning dialog, and an error dialog. The class declares 
three instances of the PopupDialog, namely theInfoDialog, theWarnDialog, and 
theErrorDialog which are instantiated at start-up. The class also provides a public member 
fimction postMessageO which is used to post messages. This function uses an unused dialog 
to display the message, if one is available. Otherwise, it creates a new dialog of the type 
needed to display the message. The dialogs that are created when needed are destroyed 
immediately after use. The pop up dialogs are shown in Figures 6. 7, and 8. 
4.4.2 FSDialog Class 
This is a simple class that creates a Motif File Selection Dialog box. The class 
provides a public member function to return the file name of the file selected by the user. 
The file selection box is shown in Figure 9. 
Steps to run the program: 
i. Use "Open" under "File" menu to open a data 
fi Ie. 
2. Select an~ number of the 6 sorting methods under 
"Sort" menu. 
3. U2e "Di2pl<3!::t Sorting" under "Sort" menu to 2t<3rt 
all the sorts selected at the same time. 
Figure 6. Infonnation Dialog Box 
Invalid file! 
Cannot open file. 
Figure 7. Error Dialog Box 
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t Onl~ the first 50 numbers are sorted. 
~ 
Figure 8. Warning Dialog Box 
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The SortDisplay program requires mUltiple windows to be displayed potentially 
simultaneously including a main window, display windows to display sorting, a speed 
window to let the user change the speed of display, graph windows to display the complexity 
analysis graphs of the sorting algorithms, and a statistics window to display the current 
statistics. All of these windows are part of a class hierarchy as shown in Figure 10. 
MainWindow 
- Stats Window 




Figure 10. Windows' Class Hierarchy 
4.5.1 BasicWindow Class 
Display Window 
--- Graph Window 
This class is similar to the Basic Widget class in that it supports a base window like 
the Basic Widget class which supports a base widget. This class is derived from Basic Widget 
and, in addition to the base widget of the BasicWidget, supports a base window. This class 
itself doesn't create the widget or the window but provides two absolute virtual member 
functions createWidgetO and createShellO, which are implemented by derived classes to 
create the base widget and the base window of the type and dimensions needed. The 
Basic Window class also provides two public member functions, manageO and unmanageO 
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for popping-up and popping-down the window. These member functions are declared virtual 
so that they can be modified, if needed. 
4.5.2 DrawWindow Class 
As discussed earlier in the chapter (Subsection 4.2.2), the Canvas class provides the 
pixmap and the drawing functions that can be used to draw on the pixmap. However, a 
pixmap doesn't appear on the screen directly. The contents of the pixmap have to be copied 
to a window. The DrawWindow class provides the window and the drawing area to display 
the drawing on the pixmap on the screen. This is an abstract class which creates a window 
and a DrawingArea widget to which the pixmap can be copied. The class also supports a 
virtual member function (to handle expose-callback events) and is implemented by the 
derived classes to actually copy the contents of the pixmap onto the window. 
The DisplayWindow class is derived from the DrawWindow class to implement 
dynamic display of sorting. A snap shot of a display window while sorting is shown in 
Figure 11. 
Graph Window class is derived from the DrawWindow class to implement the 
complexity analysis graphs of the sorting algorithms. Figures 12a and 12b show pictures of 
two types of graphs implemented. 
4.5.3 MainWindow Class 
The main window of an application is the most visible and most used of all the 
windows in an application. It is the focal point of the user's interactions with the program, 
Comparisons: 206 Swaps: 4 
Figure 11. Display Window 
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and it is typically the place where the application provides most of its visual feedback 
[Heller 91]. 
The Main Window Class creates the main window of the SortDisplay program. The 
main window also creates the initial screen of the application which will be discussed later 
in the chapter. This class also manages the layout of the menubar. Figure 13 shows the 
main window including the menubar. 
4.5.4 Other Windows 
The speed window created by the SpeedWindow class gives the user the option to 
change the speed of sorting display. The speed window is shown in Figure 14. 
The statistics window is created by the Stats Window class and shows the current 
statistics of sorting, as seen in Figure 15. 
4.6 Commands 
Nearly every user action In an interactive application can be thought of as a 
command [Young 95]. A command can be modeled as an object with the following 
responsibilities. 
• Initiate an action. 
• Activate and deactivate. 
• Maintain lists of dependent objects. 
• Activate and deactivate dependent commands when executed. 
The commands implemented here are all part of a commands' class hierarchy as 
shown in Figure 16. 
4.6.1 CmdInterface Class 




....................................... ........................ ... ................. : 
Frames Per Second 
[::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~:::::==::::::::::::1 
Figure 14. Speed Window 
Sort Name Size of Data No. of Comparisons No. of Swaps 
--------- ------------ ------------------ ------------
Insertion Sort 49 956 1004 
Shell Sort 
Bubble Sort 49 1210 956 
Comb Sort 
Quick Sort 49 985 47 
Selection Sort 
Figure 15. Statistics Window 
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through some user-interface components such as a button widget or an entry in a menu. The 
CmdInterface class is an abstract class derived from BasicWidget. The class doesn't create 
any widgets itself but supports a callback function, executeCallbackO that can be used to 
execute the command. However, since the CmdInterface class doesn't create a widget, it 
cannot register the callback, but derived classes can register this callback function with the 
appropriate widget. The CmdInterface class also supports two virtual member functions 
activateO and deactivateO. These functions activate and deactivate the widget or widgets 
supported by a CmdInterface object. The CmdInterface class has no public protocol and the 
entire protocol is protected and is accessible only to derived classes. 




Basic Widget ~-Cmdlnterface -----, 
SpeedCmd 
;-- StatsCmd 
4.6.2 CmdList Class 
- CmdButton--; 
CmdToggle 






The derived classes of CmdInterface often need to deal with lists of CmdInterface 
objects. It is useful to create a simple list that makes it easier to deal with these lists of 
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objects. Its public protocol has functions activateO and deactivateO which activate and 
deactivate the list ofCmdInterface objects the class maintains. 
4.6.3 CmdButton Class 
The CmdButton class (derived from CmdInterface) provides a push button as the 
user-interface component, and registers the callback function as an XmNactviateCallback 
function to be called when the user pushes the push button. The CmdButton class defines 
only a constructor. All the other functions are inherited from CmdInterface. CmdButton is 
still an abstract class since the executeCallbackO function is not yet implemented by this 
class. This function defines the actual action to be taken and is defined by the derived 
classes. 
4.6.4 CmdToggle Class 
The CmdToggle class (derived from CmdInterface) provides a toggle button as the 
user-interface object and registers the callback function as an XmNactivateCallback function 
to be called when the user toggles the toggle button. 
4.6.5 PullDownMenu Class 
This class is designed to put together a set of commands and create a pull-down 
cascading menu. This class has a public function addO, which takes CmdInterface objects 
and creates cascading menus from them. 
4.7 Menubar 
Menus provide the user with a set of choices in an application without complicating 
its normal visual appearance [Heller 91]. Menubar provides a good place for putting 
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together pop-up menus. 
The MenuBar class encapsulates the process of constructing a Motif menubar with 
multiple pull down menu panes. The MenuBar class supports a public member function 
addO, which takes CmdInterface objects and creates a menubar from these objects. The 
objects that are passed to the addO function are PullDownMenu objects so that the menubar 
has a set of pull-down menus. 
4.8 Putting It All Together 
The previous sections discussed how the interface objects, windows used for display, 
and dialogs have been designed and implemented. Now that the independent objects have 
been created, the next task is to put them all together and set up inter-dependencies and 
controls so that all the disparate elements work as part of one application to constitute the 
tool. 
4.8.1 ControlPanel Class 
This class creates all the instances of the command classes that provide the user-
interface components with which the user interacts. The class then organizes these user-
interface objects into logical pull-down menus that are then attached to a menubar. The class 
also instantiates the dialogs that are declared externally by the PopuDialog class, 
The class supports a public member function setControlsO, which sets up inter-
dependencies among various classes. The function then attaches the menubar to the main 




window so that the application starts up with the main window showing the initial screen (as 
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Hit any key or button to continue. 
Figure 17. Initial Screen 






TESTING AND EV ALUA TION 
5.l User Appraisal 
The testing phase of the tool, SortDisplay. developed as part of the thesis, was very 
exciting for the author for at least two reasons: one being that after almost six months of 
development, the tool finally got to see the daylight; and the other is that the very idea of 
having the tool evaluated by other users was exciting in itself. An early version of the tool 
was evaluated by a variety of users of the Computer Science Department's Sequent 
Symmetry S/81 machine including faculty and staff members as well as a number of former 
and current graduate students. 
Based on the recommendations, comments, and suggestions of the users, a variety 
of modifications, improvements, and refinements came over the tool. The following 
changes were effected. 
1. A "Help" menu and an "About" menu were added. The "Help" menu gives information 
about input data, sorting, display, and other options the tool provides. The "About" menu 
provides general information on the program and on using the tool. 
2. A major bug was found in the program thanks to Mr. Mark Vasoll. The program had a 
memory leak and was crashing when running on a PC using the XVision TM software. At the 
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suggestions of Mr. Mark Vasoll and Dr. Mansur Samadzadeh, it was detennined that the 
program was using an enonnous amount of memory upon unmanaging the Pop-up dialogs. 
The reason for the memory leak was that the Pop-up dialogs were being unmanaged twice: 
once because the dialogs had the Motif built-in "auto-unmanage" option on, and then again 
by the program. The problem was fixed by not having the program unmanage a dialog that 
had already been unmanaged. 
3. It was pointed out by many users that while sorting, swappmg was not shown 
prominently because rectangles that are being swapped or compared were completely 
shaded. To distinguish a swap operation from a comparison operation, rectangles are now 
partially shaded when numbers are swapped and are still fully shaded when compared. 
4. It was felt that when all the sorting display windows were simultaneously opened. the 
response to the user input was extremely slow. The reason for the slow response is 
explained here. Display involves drawing a new scene for every interval of time and 
displaying it on the next frame. To draw, a graphics context is needed and the graphics 
context was being changed every time a new frame was drawn. And every time the graphics 
context is changed, the infonnation about the change has to travel over the network to the 
server, which is time consuming. This problem was fixed by creating all the graphics 
contexts needed at program initialization so that the graphics context doesn't need to be 
changed often while the program is running. This certainly did speed up the response time. 
5. Some of the other minor changes include: a) synchronizing the closing and opening of 
the display windows with the selecting or unselecting of sorts in the Sort menu, b) displaying 





item names, d) displaying the values represented by rectangles while sorting. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
The usefulness of a graphical tool for visualization of sorting methods was discussed 
in Chapter I. Chapter II presented a description of the concept of visualization and various 
sorting methods. Chapter ill discussed the implementation platform and environment for 
the SortDisplay tool. Chapter IV talked about the design and implementation issues of the 
tool. Chapter V described the changes done to the initial version of the tool based on 
comments from a number of users of the tool. 
Although sorting could be done on any well-ordered set including integers, real 
numbers, structures, or programs, for the sake of convenience and ease of representation and 
visualization, only the sorting of nonnegative integers was considered. This thesis involved 
developing a graphical tool for the visualization of six sorting algorithms. 
The SortDisplay tool was designed to be an educational tool runnmg on the 
Computer Science Department's Sequent S/8l . Such a tool would help users understand the 
various sorting algorithms. 
Future versions of the tool could include the following modifications. 
1. If the system can support sound. a narrative attached to the dynamic display would make 
the display more interesting and helpful. 
2. The graphs of the sorting algorithms could be dynamic based on the sorting information 














3. Other graphs such as "nlogn vs n21! or "n2 vs n21! could be implemented. 
4. New sorting methods could be incorporated into the tool. 
5. Instead of sorting only integers as the tool does now, sorting of names, etc. based on 
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Client - Server Model: 










A server process in a client - server model provides some 
services to the other processes. These other processes are 
known as clients. In the X Window System. the server 
controls all input and output devices. An application is a client 
process that utilizes the services provided by the server. 
A visual representation of some of the functionality of a 
computer that can be manipulated in a friendly. easy to use. 
and non-programmatic manner. 
Graphical User Interface. 
The ordering or rearrangement of items into ascending or 
descending order. 
Tcl stands for Tool Command Language. It is a scripting 
language that is used for developing and using graphical user 
interface applications. 
A toolkit based on Tcl that helps users create graphical 
user interfaces for the XII Window System by writing Tcl 
scripts. 
The process of transforming information into a visual form. 
A user interface mechanism comprising data structures and the 
associated procedures that can be displayed in different ways 
such as menus, dialog boxes, or windows. 







X Toolkit Instrinsics: 
X Window System: 
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The program that manages the display of windows and their 
manipulation on the screen. 
A networked, portable, and transparent windowing system. 
A library of functions, procedures, and data structures built on 
top ofX1ib that makes application programming much easier 
compared to working with Xlib functions. 
A network transparent and hardware independent base layer 
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The tool developed, called SortDisplay, is a graphical tool for the dynamic 
visualization of sorting methods. The program was coded in the C++ programming language 
using the Motif toolkit, Xt Intrinsics, and Xlib. The program has 40 classes and each class 
is declared in a file class.h (class is the name of the class) and implemented in class.C. The 
tool displays sorting, provides information on the sorting algorithms, and gives statistics on 
the current run. 
2. Implementation 
Sorting methods are implemented as derived classes of the abstract class "Sort." Any 
new sorting method can be added to the program by implementing the meth0d as a derived 
class of "Sort." The "SortInfo" class maintains the sorting information, i.e., the number of 
comparisons and swaps, at each stage of the sorting process. 
To add any new information on the sorting methods, a new text can be added to the 
file "InfoList.C", and the help information can be updated in the file "HelpList.C". The 
information needed to draw a graph for a sorting algorithm is the empirical statistics 
information (number of comparisons and swaps) and the average case complexity of the 
algorithm. The "GraphList" class maintains the information needed to draw graphs. 
The maximum size of input data is restricted to 50. The "OpenCmd" class reads only 
the first 50 elements of the input data file. While reading the input file, any number greater 
than 99 is truncated to 99. These restrictions can be changed by modifying the criteria in 







// Program SortDisplay 
// Author Vikas Muktavaram 
// Date: 30 June 1996 
// Programming Language: C++ 
// Toolkits & Libraries: Motif, Xt Intrinsics, and Xlib 
////////////////I/////////////////!/'/////////////////////!/////////I///I/I/I//I 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////I//I/I! 
// Main.C : Generic main() routine. 
// Instantiate global Application class and ControlPanel class objects. 




void main (unsigned argc,char** argYl 
{ 
// Instantiate global objects. 
Application* theApplication = new Application (&argc,argv); 
ControlPanel* theControls new ControlPanel(); 
// Register controls and initalize. 
theApplication->registerControl(theControls) ; 
theApplication->initialize() ; 





///////////////1////////////////////////// / /////////////////1//////////////////; 
#ifndef APPLICATION H 
#define APPLICATION=H 
#include <Xm/Xm.h> 




// Declare friends 
friend void main (unsigned,char**) ; 




// Top level shell widget. 
// Application controls. 
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} ; 





void registerControl(ControlPanel*); II Register controls. 
I I Functions to handle Xt interface . 




-Application (void ) ; 
Widget toplevel(void); I I Function returns toplevel widget. 
II Functions to return the common data structures needed by the applc~ation. 
Display* d~splay(void) ; 
XtAppContext appContext(void ) ; 
I I Pointer to single global instance. 
extern Application* theApplication; 
#endif 
IIIII I IIIIII II IIIIII II II/IIII I II! I I II /IIIIIII I /III II II1111 111 111/ /1/ 1/ /1/ 1/1/1 / 1 
I I Application.C 




#include <iostream . h > 
#include <assert.h> 
Application* theApplication = NULL; 
Applicat~on: :Application(unsigned* argc,char** argv) 
( 
char* appName = argv[O]; 
I I Set the global Application pointer. 
theApplication = this; 
/ 1 Initialize the toolkit. 
XtToolkitInitialize() ; 
II Create and save the application context. 
appContext = XtCreateAppl~cationContext( ) ; 
I I Create and save a pointer to the X display structure 
d~splay 









if( display == NULL) { -
cout « "Sorry! Cannot open display." « endl; 










// Make sure the shell isn't visible. 
XtVaSetValues( toplevel, 
XmNmappedWhenManaged,FALSE, 
XmNx, DisplayWidth(_display, 0) 12, 













void Application::registerControl(ControiPanel* controls) 
{ 
controls ~ controls; } -
Widget Application: :toplevel(void) 
( 
return toplevel; 
Display* Application: :display lvoid) 
( 
return _display; 
XtAppContext Application: :appContext(void) 
{ 
return appContext; 
v oid Application : :initialize(voidl 
( 
I I Initialize and manage the application window 
assert( controls ! ~ NULL); 
controls->control() ; 




1/ Just loop forever 
XtAppMainLoop(_appContext) ; 
} 
// /111 1111/ 111111111111 1/11 11111 111111111111111 11 11111 1111 1111111111 11 11 111 1111 1 
II ControlPanel.h : Create all the user-interface objects needed and set 
I I controls. 
111 1111 11111 111 1111111I 1111111111 1111111111 11111 111111 111111111 11111 11111 11 1111 / 
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II Main window. 
MainWindoww _mainWindow; 






II File menu iCems. 
OpenCmd* open; 
ExitCmd* _exit; 
II Sort menu iCems. 
SortList* sort [NoOfSorts] 
SortCmd* sortCmd; 
ResetCmd* _resetCmd; 
II Options menu items. 
SpeedCmd* _speedCmd; 




II Graph submenu items. 
GraphList* graph [NoOfSorts] ; 
II Info submenu items. 
InfoLisC* info [NoOfSorts] ; 
Ii Help menu iCems. 
HelpList* _help [NoOfHelps] ; 
II About menu items. 
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}; 




void control (void) ; 
#endif 
/ ///// ///// // //// //// /// ///// /// I//// //I /// //!// //// // / //// /// // / /// // / /// / /// / / 
/1 ControlPanel . C : Create all the user-interface objects needed and set 
// controls . 













/ 1 Constructor instantiates all the user-interface objects needed . 
ControlPanel: :ControlPanel(void) 
( 
1/ Initialize the menubar. 
mainWindow = new MainWindow("Visualization of Sorts"); 
-mainWindow- >initialize() ; 
=mainWindow- >manage() ; 
II Create a menubar. 
menuBar new MenuBar("MenuBar",_mainWindow->baseWidget( ) ); 











PullDownMenu("File" , menuBar->baseWidget() ,TRUE) ; 
pullDownMenu ( "Sort" ,-menuBar->basewidget ( ) ,FALSE) ; 
PullDownMenu (" Info" ,-menuBar- >baseWidget () ,TRUE) ; 
PullDownMenu("About"-; menuBar- >baseWidget() ,TRUE); 
PullDownMenu ("Help" ,_menuBar- >baseWidget () ,TRUE, TRUE) ; 
I I Create sub-menu items in File menu. 
open = new OpenCmd( fileMenu ->baseWidget() , TRUE); 
-exit = new ExitCmd (-f1leMenu->basewidget {) ,TRUE) ; 
II Create sub-menu items in Info menu . 
graphSubMenu = new PullDownMer:u ("Graph", infoMenu- >baseWidget () ,TRUE) ; 
infoSubMenu new PullDownMenu("Info" , InfoMenu->baseWidget() ,TRUE); 





new SortList(sortName[i] ,sortClass[i], 
sortMenu->baseWidget() ,TRUE ) ; 
new GraphList(sortNarne[i] ,sortClass[i], 
graphSubMenu- >baseWidget( ) ,TRUE) ; 
new InfoList(sortNarne[i] ,sortClass[i], 
infoSubMenu->baseWidgec() ,TRUE); 
II Create Help menu. 
forti = O;i < NoOfHelps;i++) 
( 
_help[i] = new HelpList(helpName[i] ,helpClass[i], 
_helpMenu->baseWidget() ,TRUE); 
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// Create About menu. 
for(i = O;i < NoOfAbouts;i++) 
( 
about [il new AboutList(aboutName[il ,aboutClass[il, 
_aboutMenu->baseWidget() ,TRUEl; 





new ResetCmd( mainWindow->workArea() ,TRUE); 
new SortCmd( ma~nWindow->workArea(.1 ,TRUE); 
new SpeedCmd( mainWindow->workArea:) ,TRUE; ; 
new StatsCmd (=mainWindow->workArea() ,TRUE); 




new PopupDialog i "Information" ,INFO); 
new PopupD~alog ("Error Message", ERROR) ; 
new PopupDialog ("Warning Message", WARN) ; 



















for(int i = O;i < NoOfSorts;i++) 
( 
delete sort[ij; 
delete -graph[i] ; 
delete -info [il 
delete graphSubMenu; 
delete -infoSubMenu; 
for(i = O;i < NoOfHelps;i++) 
{ 
delete help[il; } -

























for(int i = O;i < NoOfSorts;i++) 
( 
sortMenu->add( sort[i]); 
-sort[i]->setControls( open, speedCmd); } - - -
sortCmd->add( sort); 






forti = O;i < NoOfSorts;i++) 
( 
infoSubMenu->add( info[i] l; 
-graphSubMenu->add( grapn[i]); 
_menuBar->add(_helpMenu) ; 
forti = O;i < NoOfHelps;i++) 
( 
helpMenu->add( help[i]); } - -










// BasicWidget.h : Abstract class to support a base widget. 
////////////////////////////////////!///////////////////////////!////////////! // 








// Base widget name. 
// Base widget. 
// Declare constructor as a protected member function to prevent 
// instantiation. 
BasicWidget(const char*); // Constructor requires only a name. 
public: 
virtual -BasicWidget(void); 
// Manage and unmanage the widget tree. 
virtual void manage (void) ; 
virtual void unmanage(void); 
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const Widget baseWidget (void); 
#endif 
/ / //// // // //// // /// // /// // // /// //// // /'/ / / / // // // / / / // ///// / //// / ///// / / //////// 
// BasicWidget.C : Abstract class to support a base widget. 





BasicWidget : :BasicWidget(const char* name) 
( 
_widget: = NULL; / / This class doesn't create the base widget. 
assert(name != NULL); 
widgetName = XtNewString(name); 
BasicWidget: :-BasicWidget(void ) 
{ 
// Destroy the wideget if it still exists. 
if ( widget) { -
XtDestroyWidget(_widget) ; 
XtFree (_widgetName) ; 
const Widget BasicWidget: :baseWidget(void) 
{ 
return widget; 




void BasicWidget : :unmanage(void) 
{ 
assert( widget); 
XtUnmanageChild( widget); } -
/// // /// / /// //// / //// // // /// // //' // /// / / / // /// //// 1/// // /// / //// / ///// / II/!///// 
// BasicWindow : Abstract class to support a base window. 
/ /// // /// //// / /// / !/I/ // /// / //!/// / /// I/ I/ /// /// / / / / // /// / / / //// / /// // //' 1//// / / 
#ifndef BASICWINDOW H 
#define BASICWINDOW-H 
#include "BasicWidget . h" 






/ / Base window name. 
// Base wl.ndow. 
// Constructor requires names for the window and the widget 
BasicWindow(const char*,const char*); 
v irtual -BasicWindow(void); 
/ ! Functl.ons to rename and resize the base window. 




// Manage and unmanage the window tree. 
virtual void manage (void) ; 
virtual void unman age (void) ; 
virtual void iconify(void); 
const Widget basewindow(void~ ; 
// Create the base window. 
virtual void initialize (void) ; 
// Create a shell and a widget to create tne window. Absolute virtual 
// member functions to be implemented in the der~ved classes. 
virtual void createShell(void) o· 
virtual void createWidget(vo~d ) 0; 
#endif 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 






BasicWindow: : BasicWindow(const char* namel,const char* name2) :BasicWidget(name2) 
{ 
_window = NULL; // This ciass doesn't create the base window. 
assert(namel != NULL); 
_windowName = XtNewString(name:'); 
BasicWindow: :-BasicWindow(void) 
( 
// Destroy the window, if it still exists. 
if( window) { -
XtDestroyWidget(_window} ; 
XtFree(_windowName) ; 
void BasicWindow: : rename (char* newName) 
( 
XtFree( windowName); 
_windowName = XtNewString(newName) ; 




// Resize the window with new sizes. 























const Widget BasicWindow: :baseWindow(void) 
( 
return _window; 
// Realize, and popup the window make sure it pops up on top of other windows. 
void BasicWindow::manage(void) 
( 






void BasicWindow: :unmanage(void) 
{ 




assert (_window) ; 
// Set the widget to have an ~nitial iconic state 




// If the widget has already been realized, iconify it 
if (XtIsRealized( window)) ( -
XIconifyWindow (theApplication->display () , 
XtWindow{ window), 
0) ; -









if (!XtIsManaged( widget)) ( -
XtManageChild(_widget) ; 
// Change the default from 
// destroy to unmap. 
} 
/1/////////////////////////// / ////////////////////////////////////1////1//////// 
// UnsortedData.h : Support an array of integers and functions and operators to 
// access the array. 
////////////////////////////////////////////// ! /////// //////1/////////////////// 

















// Array of integers. 
// Size of the array. 
// Minimum value in the 
// Maximum value in the 
int operator [] (int) ; 
UnsortedData& operator=(UnsortedData); 
int size (void) ; 
int minValue(void); 







// UnsortedData.C : Support an array of integers and functions and operators to 
// access the array. 
/////////////////////////////////////'1///1/////////////////////////1////////1// 
#include "UnsortedData.h" 
#include <assert . h> 
// Constructor intializes size of the array to zero and creates an array of 
// size 50. 
UnsortedData : :UnsortedData(void) 
( 
size o· 
data = new int[50]; 
// Free the dynamically create array. 
UnsortedData: :-UnsortedData(void) 
{ 
delete [] data; 
} 
void UnsortedData: : copy (int datal] ,int size) 
( 
assert(size <= 50); 
size = size; 
minValue 
-maxValue 
data [0] ; 
data [0] ; 
for(int i O;i < size;i++) 
( 
_data[i] = data[i]; 
if( data[i] < _minValue) 
{ 
minValue _ data[i]; } -
if( data[i] > _maxValue) 
{ 
maxValue data[i] ; } -
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int UnsortedData: :size(void) 
{ 
return size; 
int UnsortedData: :operator[] (int index) 
( 
assert(index < 50); 
return data [index] ; 
UnsortedData& UnsortedData: :operator=(UnsortedData data) 
( 
size = data.size(); 
for(int i = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
data [i] = data [i] ; } -
minValue = data.minValue(); 
=maxValue = data.maxValue(); 
return (*this); 
int UnsortedData: :minValue(void) 
( 
return _minValue; 
int UnsortedData: :maxValue(void) 
( 
return _maxValue; 
void UnsortedData: :setData(int index,int value) 
{ 
data [index] = value; } -
////////////////////////////////////////////////1///// ////////////////////////// 
// SortInfo.h : Data structure for sorting information . 
/// /////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// /// /// 
#ifndef SORT INFO H 
#define SORTINFO-H 
#ifndef TRUE 
const int TRUE 1; 
const int FALSE 0; 
#endif 
class Sort Info 
( 
private: 












// SortInfo.C : Data structure for sorting information. 
///////////////////////1//////////////////////////////////////////////1////1//// 
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#include "Sortlnfo . h" 
int Sortlnfo: :indexl{void) 
( 
return indexl; 

























111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111 11111111111 
II Sort.h : Abstract class to implement sorting. 
11111111!11111111/11/11111/1/1/11/11111/1111/1//IIIII////I//i////I//////I/////I/ 
#ifndef SORT H 
#define SORT::::H 
1/ Forward Reference. 
class UnsortedData; 
class Sortlnfo; 
const int InsertionSortClass 
const int ShellSortClass 
const int BubbleSortClass 
const int CombSortClass 
const int QuickSortClass 
const int SelectionSortClass 








extern char* const sortName[NoOtSorts]; 









void swap (int&,int&) ; 
public: 
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Sort (vold ) ; 
vlrtual -Sort (void) ; 
void reinit(void); 
/1 Virtual member function to be implemented by derived classes. 
virtual Sortlnfo* doTheSor~lng ( UnsortedData) = 0; 
// Functions to return data and sorting information. 
} ; 
int steps (void) ; 
int size (void) ; 
int swaps (void) ; 
int comps (void) ; 
#endif 
/// /// /11 /// / // // 1 / /1 // /1/ /11 111/ /1 //. '////1111/ / / / 1/// /11 /// 1/// // 111/ 11'/ / / // /1 
/ / Sort.C : Abstrac~ class to implement sorting . 




#include <stdlib . h> 
char* const sortName[NoOfSortsl {"Insertion Sort " , 
"Shell Sort", 
"Bubble Sort", 
II Comb Sort" I 
"Quick Sortll, 
"Selection Sort" } ; 
int const sortClass[NoOfSortsl = {l,2, 3 ,4,5,6}; 









Sort :: -Sort(void) 
1 
comps swaps 
/ / Reinitialize data members ~o NULL. 
void Sort : :reinit(void) 
( 
delete [1 info; 
delete [l=array; 
steps size = _swaps = _comps 






int Sort: : steps(void) 
( 
return steps ; 













//////////////////////////////!///////////////////////////////////// / /// / /// /// / 
// Cmdlnterface.h : Abstract class to support a command interface object. 
//////1////////;://///////////// / ;///////// / // / / // // // / ////// ///////////// / / /// / 
#ifndef CMDINTERFACE H 
#define CMDINTERFACE=H 
#include "BasicWidget.h" 










/ / Command name . 
// Default font to be used by derived obJects. 
// Activate and deactivate commands. 
virtual void activate (vold) ; 
virtual void deactivate (void) ; 
// Static member callback function for the command. 
static void CmdlnterfaceCallback (Widget,XtPointer , XtPointer) ; 
// Virtual member function to be implement~d by the derived classes. 
virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer) = 0; 
#endif 
///////////////////////////////////////////// ///////// //I//////!///////// //////! 




II Constructor creates a default font to be used by the derived objects. 


















if ( widget) ( -
XtSetSensitive(_widget,TRUE) ; 
void Cmdlnterface: : deactivate(void) 
{ 
if ( widget) ( -
XtSetSensitive(_widget,FALSE) ; 
void Cmdlnterface: : CmdlnterfaceCallback(Widget w,XtPointer clientData, 
XtPointer callData) 
// Cast the clientData to the expected object ty~e 
Cmdlnterface* obj = (Cmdlnterface*)clientData; 
// Call the corresponding member function 
obj->execute(w,callData) ; 
} 
//// /////1//1//////////////////////1///////1///1 / 1/////// i/ ///////// III/IIII!//l 
// CmdButton.h : Abstract class support a pushbutton as the user-interface 
/ / object. This is still an absLracL class because the execute() 
// function is not implemented yet. 
///////1//////////////////////1/////1/11////1/////////11//1////1////1/1////////1 
#ifndef CMDBUTTON H 
#define CMDBUTTON=H 
#include "Cmdlnterface.h" 













// Constructor creates a pushbutton and registers the callback funct~on . 









(XtPoinLer) this) ; 
} 
////1////1//11///1///1/11///111/1///////1///11/1111/11111111///1111/1111/111111/ 
// CmdToggle.h : Abstract class to support a togglebutton as the user-interface 
// object. This is still an abstract class because the execute() 
/1 is not implemented yet. 
I////ii/i/////ii////////////i///III////////////!i////!// /1/////11//////1////// /1 









virtual -CmdToggle(void) (J 
// Check to see if the togglebutton is selected. 
int isSelected(void); 
// Uncheck togglebutton. 
virtual void deSelect (void) ; 
#endif 
////1//////////////////////////////////1/////////////////////////////I!I///I///I 





// Constructor creates the togglebutton and registers callback functions. 















XmNvaluechangedcallback,&CmdToggle: : CrndInterfaceCallback, 
(XtPointer) this) ; 
1/ See if the togglebutton is checked. 
int CmdToggle: :isSelected(void) 
( 
return XmToggleButtonGadgetGetState( widget); } -
// Unselect the togglebutton. 
void CmdToggle: :deSelect(void) 
( 
XmToggleButtonGadgetSetState( widget,False,False); } -
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
// BubbleSort.h : Implement BubbleSort. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////!//// 
#ifndef BUBBLESORT H 
#define BUBBLESORT=H 
#include "Sort.h" 
class BubbleSort:public Sort 
( 
public: 
BubbleSort(void) :Sort() {} 
virtual -BubbleSort(void) {} 
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virtual SortInfo* doTheSorting(UnsortedData ) ; 
#endif 
111111 111111 111 111/// 111 1111111111111 11 11 1/111111/11/11/1 / 1/11 111/111111/1 11/11/ 
1/ BubbleSort.C : Implement Bubblesort. 












new intI size]; 
new Sortrnfo[ size * size]; 
for(i = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
array til data til ; } -
for(i = O,flag = TRUE; (i < size) && (flag) ;i++) 
{ 
flag = FALSE; 
// This step is a comparison operation . 
for(j = O;j < ( size - l.) i]++) 
( 
info[ steps] .setInfo(j, 
- _arrayl]] , 
j + l., 
steps++; 
comps++; 
array[j + 1], 
FALSE ) ; 
if( array[j] > _array[j+~]) ( -
flag = TRUE; 
1/ Swap them. 
swap (_array[j] , _ array[j+1]); 
// This step is a swap operation. 
} -
1nfo[ steps] .setInfo(], 
steps++; 
swaps++i 
array [j] , 
J + 1, 




/// ///// /// /// //// // / /// 1///// //// ////// / ///// /// //1/ ///1/// // /1 // / // //// / // //// 
// CombSort.h : Implement Combsort. 
11//1 //1 ///// // ////// /// /11 11 / 111/ / / // /////1 11/1/1/ ///1 // / / // ////// //// /// /// /// 
#ifndef COMBSORT H 
#define COMBSORT- H 
#include "Sort.h" 





CombSort(void) :Sort() {} 
virtual -CombSort(void) {} 
virtual SortInfo* doTheSortingCUnsortedData); 
#endif 
////////////////////////////////1/////11/11///1/1/1///i////// // //I///////I// / / // 
// CombSort.C : Implement Combsort. 




const float SHRINKFACTOR = 1.3: 









gap = data.size(); 
new int [ size]; 
new Sortrnfo[ size * _size]; 
for(i = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
array [i] data [i] ; } -
do 
( 












1/ The smallest gap is 1 - BubbleSort . 
II This is what makes this a Combsortll. 
switches = 0; // Dirty pass flag. 
top = size - gap; 
for(i O;i < top;i++) 
{ 
j = i + gap; 
1/ This step is a comparison operation. 





array [j] , 
FALSE) ; 
if ( array [i] :> array [j] ) ( -
swap ( array[i], array[j]); 
switches++; -
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// This step is a swap operation. 
infol steps] .setInfo(i. 




array [j] • 
TRUE) : 
// End of pass. 
} while (switches t t (gap> 1)): // Like BubblesSort and ShellSort. check 




/1 InsertionSort.h : Implement Insertionsort. 
///11///////////////////////////////////////////////// ///////////////!////// / / / / 
#ifndef INSERTIONSORT H 
#define INSERTIONSORT=H 
#include "Sort.h" 




InsertionSort (void) : Sort () { } 
virtual -InsertionSort(void) {} 
virtual Sortlnfo* doTheScrting(UnsortedData); 
#endif 
////////////////////////////////////// / /// // // //////// ////// /// / // /// ///// //// 1/ 












new intI size]: 
new Sortlnfo[ s~ze * size]; 
for(i = O:i < size:i++) 
{ 
} - array [i] data [i] : 
for(i = (_size - 2):i >= O:i--) 
{ 
j = i + 1: 
temp = _array[i] : 
// Insert array[i] in its sorted posit~on among 
// array[I+1]. arrayb+2]. array [ s~ze - ::"]. 
while (temp > array[j]) ( . -
// This step is a compar~son operation. 





array [j] , 
FALSE) : 
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arraY[J - 1] = _arraY[J]; 
// This step is a swap operation. 
info[ steps] .setInfo(j - I, 




_array[j - 1] = temp; 
) , 
array [j] , 
TRUE) ; 
// This is a swap operation again. 
~nfo [ steps] . set Info (j - I, 









// QuickSort.h : Implement Quicksort. 
/////////////////////////////////////!////////////////1//////1///////////// / /// / 
#ifndef QUICKSORT H 
#define QUICKSORT=H 
#include "Sort.h" 






QuickSort (void) : Sort() {} 
virtual -QuickSort (void) {} 
virtual SortInfow doTheSorting(UnsortedData ) ; 
#endif 
////////////1///1///////////////////////////////;///////////////////////////1/ // 











new ~nt:[ size]; 
new Sortlnfo[ size * size]; 
for(int i O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
} - array [iJ data [iJ ; 
if( size> 0) 
{ 
} 
qSort(O, (_size - 1)); 
77 
return info; 
void QuickSort::qSort(int First,int Last) 
{ 
int i,j,Pivot; 
if(First < Last) 
{ 
Pivot array [First] ; 
First; i 
Last; 
while(i < j) 
{ 
while ( ( array[i] <= Pivot) && (i < Last» 
{ 






array [First] , 
FALSE) ; 
while« array[j] >= Pivot) && (j > First» { -
II This step is a comparison operation. 
_info [_steps] . set Info (First, 
steps++; 
comps++; 
j - - ; 
if(i < j) 
( 
array [Fl.rst] , 
j, 
array [j] , 
FALSE) , 
swap ( array[j] ,_array[i]); 
II This step is a swap operation. 
info [ steps] . setInfo (i, 
steps++; 
swaps++; 
array [1.] , 
J, 
array [j] , 
TRUE) ; 
II Interchange _array[j] and _array[Fl.rst] 
swap (_array[j] ,_array[First]); 
II This is a swap operation. 
info [ steps] . set Info (First, 
steps++; 
swaps++: 
array [Fl.rst] , 
j, 
array [j] , 
TRUE) ; 
II Call qSort recursively . 
qSort(First,(j - 1»; 




// SelectionSort.h : Implement Selectionsort. 
//////////////////////////////////////!!////////I////////////////// / /////// // / / / 
#ifndef SELECTIONSORT H 
#define SELECTIONSORT=H 
#include "Sort.h" 




SelectionSort(void) :Sort() {} 
virtual -SelectionSort(void) {} 
virtual SortInfo* doTheSorting(UnsortedData); 
#endif 
///////////////////!///////////I///I///;////////////// ////////////////////!///// 










array new int[ size]; 
lnfo new SortInfo[ size * size]; 
for(i = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
array [i] data [i] ; 
for(i O;i < size;i++) 
( 
min i· 
for(j = i+l;j < _size;j++) 
( 
} 
// This step is a comparison operation. 
lnfo[ steps] .setInfo(j, 
- _array[j], 
steps+ ... ; 
_comps++; 
min, 
_array [min] , 
FALSE, ; 
If( array[j] < array [mln] ) { -
min = j; 
// Swap array [mln] and _array[i] . 
swap (_array [min] ,_array[i]); 
// This step is a swap operation. 
lnfo[ steps] .setInfo(mln, 









111/111111111111111111/111111/ /11/ 11//I III II / I I/I/ I//I I/III /I ///!I//I I I II / / I I /1 
II ShellSort.h : Implement She Isort. 
1////1////1/1////11111/11/11// /1111/111////////11//111//111//,,/1/11/ 11//1// 11/ 
#ifndef SHELLSORT H 
#define SHELLSORT=H 
#include "Sort.h" 
class ShellSort:public Sort 
{ 
pUblic : 
Shell Sort (void) : Sort () { } 
virtual -ShellSort (void) {} 
virtual SortInfo* doTheSorting(UnsortedData); 
#endif 
111 1111/111/1/1111111111 ///11 ///1 1/1111/111111//11111111111111111111 111 1111/111/ 
II ShellSort.C : Implement Shellsort. 
1111//III//IIII!IIIII/II/II/III/IIIIIIIIIIIIIII//11111II/IIIIIIIIII/ii/ii///ii/! 
#include "ShellSort . h" 
#include "SortInfo.h" 
#include "UnsortedData.h" 











shellSize = data.size(); 
new int [ size]; 
new Sortrnfo [ size * size] ; 
forti = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
array [i] data [i] ; } -
while(shellSize > 1) 
{ 
// Find value of 'k' to break sort process into sub_arrays by the 
/1 following rule: 
// kSort = kSortl * 4 - kSort2 * 3 
kSort2 = 0; 
kSortl = 1; 
while((kSort = kSortl * 4 - kSort2 * 3) < shellSize) 
{ 
kSort2 kSortl; 
kSortl = kSort ; 
kSort = kSortl; 
/1 Perform InsertionSort on 'k' sort sue_arrays. 
forti = O;i < size;i++) 
{ 
temp = _array[i] ; 
search = i - kSort; 
while((temp < array[search]) && (search >= 0)) { -





array [i) , 
search , 
array [search) , 
FALSE ) ; 
array[search • kSort) _array [search) ; 
/ / ':'his step is a swap operat~o:1. 
info: steps ] .setlnfo ( (search + KSort ), 




array [searchl , 
T RUE) ; 
search = sea rch - kSort, 
if(i != (search + kSort 1 ) 
! 
_array[search ~ kSort) temp; 
1/ This step is a swap operation. 
info [ steps). setlnfo ( (searc h + kSort), 




shellSize kSor t ; 
array [l] , 
TRUE ) ; 
return _info; 
l 
/ / / / // //// /// // / / /// // /// / //////1 // ////// / /// / /// // //// / ///// / 1// / 1//////// ///// 
1/ Canvas.h : Support a pixmap and other drawing f unctions. 
// / ///1 //// ///// /// //1// / / /// // ///// / // / /// / // /////// / /// / 11/ 11/1 /1//1// /11 11/1/ 
#ifndef CANVAS H 
#define CANVAS:::'H 
#inclu de ~XmiXm.h ~ 
const int Font17 1 7 ; 
const int Font14 14; 







GC =gcFont17,_9CFont14, _ gcFont8; 
int _w~dth, height; 
Widget _parent; 
public : 
Canvas (Widget) ; 
-Canvas (void) i 
1/ Create a new pixmap. 
81 
j i 
vOld create (vold i ; 
II C~ear- the plxmap. 
void clean(); 
II Copy thp. plxmap to the drawing area. 
void copy (void) ; 
II Drawing functlons. 
void drawRectangle (int,int ,int,int ) ; 
void draw~ine(int,int / int,1nt ) i 
void drawString(int,int , char*, i nt ) ; 
v o i d drawCircle(int,int,int ) ; 
void fillRectangle(int,int,int , int); 
#endif 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11 11 111111 1111111111111111111111111111111 II Canvas . C : Support a pixmap to draw on. Support functions t o draw on t h e 
II pixmap, to clean the pixmap and copy the pixmap to the parent . 
11111111111111111111111111 111 11111 11111111111 1111111111 111111 11 111 11111111111111 
#include "Canvas.h" 
#include "Application.h" 
#include "PopupDialog . h" 
#include <string . h > 
#include <stjio.h> 
#i~clude <assert.h> 
1/ CO:-lstrUC1:or c~'ea,::es various graphics contexts that may be neede d to draw . 
Canvas: : Canvas (Widget parent) 
{ 
assert (parent) ; 
_par ent parent ; 
_pixmap NULL; 
XGCValues gcv ; 
XtVaGetValues (yarent, 
XmNbackground , &gcv.fo reground , 
NULL ) ; 
.. gcClean = XtGetGC (yarent , 
GCForeground,&gcvl; 
XFontSt~uct* font = NULL ; 
font XLoadQueryFont(theApplication->disp~ay ( ), "* " i-*-17 - *" ) ; 









GCFont, &gcv ; ; 
XLoadQueryFont(th-:Appllcation- >di s play ( ), " * - i-*-14-*" ) ; 
font- >f id ; 
XtSetGC ( parent, 
GCFont, &gcv ) ; 
XLoadQueryFont(theApplicat ion- >di splay () , " *- times-*- 8 -*" ) ; 
font- >f id; 
XtGetGC(yarent , 
GCFont, &gcv ) ; 
XFreeFont(theApplication- ~display \ ) ,font); 
gcDefault XtGetGC (yarent, 
a , NULL) ; 
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II Release all the graphi cs contexts created. Free the pixmap if it still 
II exists . 
Canvas : : -Canvas(void) 
( 
XtReleaseGC (yarent,_gcClean); 
XtReleaseGC lyarent , _3cFont2.7) ; 
XtReleaseGC(yarent,_gcFont14) : 
XtReleaseGC(_pa~ent, g~Fcnt8); 
XtReleaseGC iyare!1t. _.gcDefau::' t) ; 
if ( pixmapJ { -
} 
XFreePixmap(theApplication- >display( ) ,yixmap ) ; 
I I Pixmaps can ' t be r es ized . So destroy the old one a,10 create a new one ::-f 
II the size needed. 
void Canvas: :createlvoid) 
I 
if (yixmap ) 
( 
XFreePixmap (t heApplication->display () ,yixmap) ; 
) 
XtVaGetValues( parent, 




xCreatePixmap (t heApplication->display( ) , 
Defa ultRoo t Window (theApp l ication->display( ): . 
width, 
-height , 
De f a ul tDepthOfScr e e n(Xtsc reen(yarent » ) ; 
il Clean the pixmap with the background color of the parent. 
vo~d Canvas, ,c::'ean (void) 
( 






-he ~ght) ; 
II Pixmap don't appear on the screen di r e c t l y. So copy the pixmap t o the 
I I parent jrawing area. 
void Canvas : : copy (void) 
{ 
if lDefaultDept hOfScreen(XtScre en (yarent » 1 ) 
( 
XCopyArea( XtDisplay(yarent ) , 
y ixmap , 






















II Drawing functions . 
V':l~d Canvas: :drawRectangle (int x,int y,int width,int height ) 
( 
XDrawRectangle(XtDisplay(-parent ) , 
-pixmap, 














void Canvas::drawLine(in': x1,int y:,int xJ,ipt v2; 
{ 


















strlen (text)) ; 
break; 
case Font14: 
















y l , 
text , 
strlen (text ) ) ; 






tex t , 
strlen(tex t )) ; 
void Canvas: :drawCircle(int x,int y, i nt diameter ) 
( 








64 * 360); 
} 
// ///// /// //// / / /// / ////// / / // / /// // // //////// / / //// / // // / / // / // / //// /////////// 
/ / DrawWindow.h , Abstract class t o support drawing. 
// This class prov ide s a window and a drawing area to copy 
/ / pixmaps onto. 
////// / / / //// / // / /// /// ////// /// / ///// //////// ///// // ////// // // / //////////////// 
#ifndef DRAWWINDOW H 
#ciefine DRAWWINDOW=:H 
#include "BasicWindow.fl" 
class DrawWindow:public BaslcWindo w 
( 
private: 
/ / Static member calloack functions. 
s t atic void exposeCallback (Widget,XtPointer , XtPointer ) ; 
static void o kCal lback (Widget , XtPointer, XtPo inter ); 
protected: 
Widget oKButton ; 
Widget =:drawArea; 
// Callback functions implemented 
virtual ':cid resi Z f' (int, int . ; 
virtual void OK (void) ; 
// Pushbu tton to c lose the window. 
// Drawing a r ea widget . 
/ / Callback functions implemented by the derived classes. 
virtual void expose (vol.d) = 0 .• 
virtual void initialize (void) ; 




vircual -DrawWindow (void) ( } 
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1 J ; 
// Create a shell and a widget for the window to exis~. 
virtual void createShell (-,'oid) ; 
v irtual void createWidget (void i; 
#endif 
1/////1////////////////// / ////////////////////// / //////////////// / /1 ///////// 1// 
// Drawwindow . h : Abstract class to support drawing . 
///Ii///i///////////////////////////////// / / / /// / /////////////////1///// / // // /// 
#include "DrawWindow . h " 
#include "Application . h" 
#include <Xm / Form . h > 
#include <Xm / PushB . h > 
#include <Xm / DrawingA.h> 
#include <assert.h> 
DrawWindow : : DrawWindow (;::onst char* nam~ ) : BasicWindow (name, ":JrawingArea") j 
// Create a window. 
void DrawWindow: :createShell(void) 
{ 




XmNx , 200, 
XmNy, 100, 
NULL) " 
// Create a form widget, 
vo id DrawWindow : :createWidget(void) 
{ 
_widget XtVaCreatel"idget ("DrawWindow", 
xmFormW~ dgetClass,_window, 
NULL) ; 
// Create a drawing area w~dget and position tne Dushbutton and draw~ng area 
// on the form. 
void DrawWindow : : ini tialize ivoid) 
( 
BasicWindow : :initialize () ; 




XtAddCallback ( drawArea, 
XmNexposeCallback,&DrawWindow : :exposeCallback, 
(X~Pointer J this ) ; 
okButton XtVaCreateWidget ( "Close", 
xmPushButtonWidgetClass, 
widget, 
NULL ) ; 
X~AddCallback( okButton, 
XmNactivateCallback,&DrawWindow :: okCallback, 
(XtPointer) this) ; 
// Expose callback function, 
void DrawWindow :: exposeCallback (Widget,XtPointer clientData,XtPo~nterJ 
{ 
DrawWindow* obj = (DrawWindow*)clientData ; 
obj->expose( ) ; 
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II Ok callback function. 
void DrawWindow :: okCallback(Widget,XtPointer clientData , XtPo i nter ) 
{ 
DrawWindow* obj ; (LrawWindow* ) clientData; 
o b j ->ok() ; 
void DrawWindow : cok(void) 
( 
Bas i :::Wind':lw: : unmanage ( ) ; 
II Resize the Nindow to the width and height ~nd position the drawing area 
II widget and the Ok button . 
void DrawWindow::res~ze(int width,int height ) 
{ 















void DrawWindow::manage (void) 
( 
Bas~cWindow: :manage ( ); 
width, 
height, 











11 /1// // 1111111 11 /1 1111111111111111 11111 111/11111111 111 1/ 11111111111 11111 111 1/11 II DisplayWindow.h : Support displ ay window . 
II This class handles t he actual display. Based cn the sorting 
II informa~ion, rectangles are d rawn on a pixmap which is 
1/ later ccpied co t.he drawing area. For a smooth an~mation, 
/1 a technique called double buffering is used . 
II II The class has two pixmaps (Class Canvas implements pix mpas ) 
1/ of which only one is visible at any time. All t h e objects 
II that appear on the next frame of the display are drawn o n 
II tne hidden canvas. When the entire scene has been rendered, 
I I the hidden pixmap is di s play e d. The previously hidden 
1/ pixmap is hidden , erased , and made availaole for draw~ng 
1/ the next frame. 
11/ / 1111// ///// 1111 1111/ / / // 1/1/11 // / /// / / /1/1/ //11// 1//1 111// /1///// / // //1/1111 
#ifndef DISPLAYWINDOW H 
#define DISPLAYWIDNOW- H 
#include "DrawWindow . h" 
#include "unsortedData.h" 




class DisplayWindow:public DrawWindow 
I 
private: 
SortList* sorCi II Sorting methods implemented. 
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/ / Da;:a memners to handle sorting ir:formation. 





/ / Two canvases needed for the an~mation. 
Canvas* front; 
Canvas* -back; 
void swap (Canvas*&,Canvas*&) ; 
// Expose Callback functio n .. 
virtual void expose (void) ; 
public: 
D~splayW~ndow(const char*,SortList* sort 
-u~splayWindow(voidl ; 
void reinit(UnsortedData); 
/ / Functions to draw. 
void draw(SortInfo) ; 
void draw1void) ; 
// Copy the next frame to the drawing area. 
void next Frame (void) ; 
virtual 'Joid ok (voi ·i) ; 
NULL) ; 
#endif 
///// ////// // ///////// // // ////////////////////// / //////// /////////////////////// 
// DisplayWindow.C : Support display window. 
// This class handles the actual display. 
1// / // // ////////// // // // //////// / ////////// / ///// // // // ///1// //// // / //// //////// 





# i nclude <stdio.h> 
# i nclude <assert.h> 
DisplayWindowc : DisplayWindow (const char* name,SortList* sort ) : DrawWindow (name) 
( 
sort =. so:r-t; 
base\~idth 12 ; 
::::baSeHE:ight : 5; 
/ / Crea.te the di splay window. 
DrawWindow::init i alize () ; 
front new ':anvas ( drarNArea); 





vcid DisplayWindow::reinit(Uns orte dData data) 
{ 
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swaps = comps 0, 
-data data; 
height = 20 + baseHeight * d ata.maxValue ( ) ; 
-width = 10 + -baseWidth * =data.size ( ); 
Drawwindow::resize ( width , _height ) , 
DrawWindow::manage(); 
assertiXtIsRealized (_window)) ; 
I I Pixmaps can't be resized , so creace a new one. 
front->create( ) ; 
back- >create() ; 
f ront->clean~) ; 
=back->clean() ; 
I I Render the next scene based on sorting information. 
·void DisplayWindow: :draw(Sort:::nfo info ·' 
I 
data.setData(info.indexl() ,info .value1()) ; 
data.setData(info.index2(l,info.vmlue2 ( )) ; 
assert(XtIsReali zed'_wl.ndow)) ; 




oack->fillRectangle (5 + inf o .index1() * baseWidth , 
height - 2 0 - info. value1() * b aseHei ght, 
- baseWidth, -
info .value1() * _baseHe i ght I 2) ; 
back->fillRectangle(5 + info . index2() * baseWidth, 
- height - 20 - info.va lue2( ) * baseHeight, 
-baseWidth , -
Info.value 2 () * _ baseHeight I 2 ) ; 




back- >f i llRecta ngle (5 + info.index1 ( ) * baseWidth, 
- height - 20 - info .valu e1() * baseHeight, 
- baseWidth, 
Info.value1 ( ) * _baseHe ight) ; 
back->fillRectang le (5 + info.index2() * baseWidth, 
- height - 2 0 - info.val u e2 ( ) - baeeHeiqht, 
- baseWidt h, 
In f o .valu e 2 ( ) * _b a seHeight ) ; 
int offset; 
char str~20j; 
1/ Draw all the rectangles represent i ng the data on the canvas. 
for(int i = O;i < data.size() ;i++) 
{ 
back->drawRectangle(5 + i * bas eWidth, 
- height ~ 20 - data(i] • _baseHeight, 
bas eWidth, 
_data(i ] * _ baseHeight) 
sprintf(str, "%-d", data[i]); 
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if ( jata [i) > 9) 
( 






I I Draw the numbers the ~ectangles represen~ within the re:::tangles. 
bac~->drawString(offset + i * baseWidth, 
_height - 22 ~ data[i) * baseHeight + 
- _ data [i ) * _baseHeight I 2, 
s tr, 
FontS ) ; 
II Draw the C'..lrrent :::omparisons and swaps on the canvas 
i f(! width> 22 4) { - , I I I (_neight > 99) ) 
sprintf(str,"Comps : %-d", comps ) ; 
_back->drawString(10,20,str, Font14 ) ; 
sprintf (stI, "Swaps : %-d", swaps); 
if( width> 224) -
( 
) - back->drawString(125,20,str,Font14) ; 
else 
( 
)-back->drawString( 1 0 , 40, str, Font14) ; 
I I The initial unsorte d d a t a is drawn on the canvas . 




assert (XtlsRealized( window'); 
1/ Draw the rectangles representing the data on the canvas. 
for(~nt i = G;i < _ data . size () ;i++) 
( 
back- >drawRectangle (S + i * bas eWidth , 
-- height ~ 2 0 - data [i) * _baseHeight, 
- b a sel'hdth, 
=data[i) * _bas eHeight ); 
spr1ntf(str,"%-d", data[i]); 
if f data[i] > 9) ( -





;" ,' Draw the number 3 the rectangles represent 'vli thi.n the rectangles. 
back- >drawString(offset + i * baseWidth, 
- .height - 22 -~ _data [i) * baseHeight + 
- _ data [i) * _baseHelght / ~, 




sprintf (str, "Comps : %d" , c omps ) ; 
_back- >drawScr~ng(lO,20,str,Font14 ) ; 
sprintf (str,"Swaps : %d", swaps); 
if ( width > 224) -( -
bacK->drawString (125,20 , str,Font14) ; } -
el s e 
{ 
back->drawString(lO,4C,str,Fo~t14: ; } -
XBell(theApplication- >display( ) ,-50 ); 
vOld DisplayWindow: : expose (void) 
( 
assert ( front ! = NULL); 
front->copy() ; 






1/ Swap the canvases , 










voic DisplayWindow: :ak (void ) 
( 
DrawWindow: :ok( ) ; 
if I sortl 
( 
sort->deSelect() ; } -
} 
111111111 111 1111 1111111111111111 11 111111111111111111111111111111111 111 111111 11/1 
I I GraphWindow,h : Support a c anvas to d raw gra ph , 
II Handle expose event , 
II Functions to draw specifi c graphs, 
11111111 1111111 1111111111111111 1111111111111111111111/1/ 11 111 11 1111////11/// //// 
#ifr.def GRAPHWINDOW H 
# d e flne GRAPHWINDOW-H 
#include "DrawWindow,h" 
/1 Forward references , 
class Sortlnfo; 
class Canvas; 
class GraphWindow:puolic DrawWindow 
{ 
private: 
Canvas" _graph; / 1 Canvas object , 





graph->drawRectangle(70,30,150 , 100) ; 





-graph->drawString(100, 100. "Cornparisons",Font14 ) ; 
=graph->drawLine(75,110,80,110) ; 
I I "n A 2 vs n" graph. 
void GraphWindow: :drawNSquareGraph(void) 
( 
assert(XtIsRealized(_window)) ; 
for(int i = O;i < 50;i++) 
{ 
graph->drawLine(5 * i + 70, 
- 280 - (int) (i * i * 0.10), 
5 * (i + 1) + 70, 
280 - (int) ((i + 1) * (i + 1) * 0 . 10)); 
char str [4] ; 
forti = O;i <= 50;i+=10) 
( 
graph->drawLine(65, 
- 280 - lint) (i * i * 0.10), 
70, 
280 - (int) (i * i * 0.10 )) ; 
sprintf(str,"%d",i * i); 
graph->drawString(5, 





IInA2 vs nil, 
Font14) ; 
/ I "nlogn vs n" graph . 
void GraphWindow: : drawNLogNGraph (void) 
( 
assert(XtIsRealized(_window)) ; 
for(int i = l;i < 50;i++) 
( 
graph->drawLine(5 * i + 7 0, 
280 - \~nt) (i * l o g (i) * 1.25), 
5 * (i + 1) + 70, 
280 - (int) ((i + 1) * log(i + 1) * 1.25)); 
char str [5] ; 
for t i = l;i <= 50;i+=10) 
{ 
graph->drawLine(65, 
- 280 - (int) (i * log (i) * 1.25), 
70, 
280 - (int) (i * log (i ) * 1.25)); 
sprintf(str,"% . lf",i * log (double(i))); 
graph->drawString(5, 
- 280 - (int) (i * log (i) * 1.25), 
93 
str , 
Font14 ) ; 
~raph->drawStr~ng{100 
120 
"nlog(n) v s n", 
Fonr:14) ; 
/i Plot swaps, 
void GraphWindow : :plotSwaps (int s waps[] ,float fraction) 
( 
assert:(XtIsRea::'ized(_w~ndow)' ; 
for(int i = O;i < = 5;i++ J 
( 
graph->drawCircleI7G + i i * 10 * 5) . 
- ::80 - (int ) (swaps [i] * fraction), 
5) ; 
// Plot: comparisons, 
vo~d GraphWindow::plotComps (int: comps[] ,float fra c tion) 
I 
assert(XtlsRealized(_window)) ; 
£or(int i = G;i <= 5 ; i++) 
{ 
._graph- >drawRectangle (7 0 + ( i * 10 * 5 ) , 
280 - (int) (comps [i] * fraction), 
5, 
5) ; 
// Copy canvas to the window upon expose. 
void GraphWindow :: expose(void) 
( 
assert( _ graph ! = NULL); 
_graph- >copy () ; 
} 
// /////// / ////////////////// / // / //// // // ////// // // // / /// / // / / // / /////// / //////// 
/ / SpeedWindow. h : Support a window to get speed of display from the user', 
/ / /////// / ////// / // / //// / /// / ////// / / // / //// / / / / / / / !!/ /1// / //// / ////// ///////// / 
#ifndef SPEEDWINDOW H 
# define SPEEDWINDOW=H 
#include "BasicWindow . h" 




int = tempSpeed; 
Widget okButton; 
Wi dget = speedScale ; 
// Callbacks. 
// Ok button to close window , 
// SpeedScale widget. 
static vo~d okCallback (Widget,XtPointer,Xtpointer ) ; 
static void canceICallback (Widget,XtPointer,XtPointer ) ; 
static void speedCallback(Widget,XtPointer,XtPointer ) ; 
void okExecute(void) ; 
void cancelExecute (void); 





-SpeedWindow (void) ; 
i:lt speed(void); 
virtual void createShell (void ) ; 
virtual void createWidget (void ) ; 
void manage (void ) ; 
void reini t(void ) ; 
# e ndif 
//////// / /// /// //// / /////////////// // / / ////// / //// // //////////////////////// / // / 
// SpeedWindow . C : Support a window to get speed of display from the user . 
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
#include "SpeedWindow.h" 
#include "Application . h" 
# include <Xm/RowColumn.h> 
#include <Xm/ Scale .h> 
#include <Xm/PushB.h> 
/ / Constructor creates window, Sca';'e widget, and pushbutton and registers 
// callback functions. 




title ~ XmStringCreateLtoR( "Frames Per Second " ,XmSTRING_DEFAULT CHARSET ) ; 
speedScale X~VaCreateWidget ( " Scale" , 
xmScaleWidgetClass , 
widge t , 














(XtPointer) this) ; 





_ speed 10 : 
XmNactivat eCallback,&SpeedWindow : :okCallback, 





w~dget Xt'JaCreateWidget ( widgetName, 
xmRowColumnWidgetC l ass, 
w~ndow, 
NULL ! ; 





theApplication->toplevel ( ) , 
























void SpeedWindow: :okCallback(Widget,XtPointer clientData,XtPointerl 
( 
SpeedWindow* obj = (SpeedWindow*) clientData; 
obj->okExecute( ) ; 
void SpeedWindow: :okExecute(void) 
( 
BasicWindow: :unmanage(); 
void SpeedWindow: : speedCallback (Widget,XtPointer clientData,XtPointer callData ) 
( 
XmScaleCallbackStruct* cb = (XmScaleCallbackStruct* ) callData; 
SpeedWindow* obj = (SpeedWindow*) clientData; 
obj->speedExecute(cb->va lue) ; 
void SpeedWindow::speedExecute(int value) 
{ 
_speed = value; 
int SpeedWindow: :speed(vcidl 
{ 
return (1000 / speed); 
} 
111111111111111111 111111111111 111 11111111 11 111 11111 1111111I 11 1111 1111 111 1111 1111 
/ / StatsWindow.h : Support a window t o display c urr ent stati s tics. 
11111111111111111111 111111111 1111111 1111111 11 111111 11 111111 1111111111111111 11 111 
#ifndef STATSWINDOW H 
#define STATSWINDOW=H 
#include "BasicWindow. h" 





static void okCallback(Widget,XtPointer,XtPointer); 
void okExecute(void); 
public : 
StatsWindow (void) ; 
-StatsWindow(void) ; 
virtual void createShell(void); 




void manage (void) ; 
void rein~t(int[] ,int[] ,int[]); 
#endif 
//// /!//I/! II/!/ // // /////// / /// ////// / // ////// / / / / //// / // / //// / / / //////// /////// 
// StatsWindow.C : Support a window to display current statistics. 













statsLabel XtVaCreateWidget (" Stats" , 
xmLabelWidqetClass, _widget, 
NULL) ; -




XmNactivateCallback,&StatsWindow: : okCallback, 























void StatsWindow: :createWidget(void) 
( 
_widget XtVaCreateW~dget( widgetName, 
-xmFormWidgetClass _window, 
NULL) ; 
void StatsWindow: :createShell (vcid) 
( 














, oid StatsWindow : : reinic(i~t s~=e [ j .~~t comps[ ) , int swaps [)) 
cnar text [1000J ; 
char cemp[100); 
XmStr~ng scr ; 
strcpy(text, " Sort Name 
strcat(text, " \ n") ; 
strca~(t~xt,'1 ---------
s t rcatltext , " \ n \ n") ; 
Size of Data No . of Comparisons No . of Swaps" ) ; 
____________ ___ _ ____ _ ___ _ _____ _ ___________ 11) ; 
for(int i = O;i < NoCfSorts ; ~++) 
( 
sprintf(temp, " %14s",sortName [i)) ; 
strcat(text,temp ) ; 
iflsize[~) > 0) 
( 




sprintf(temp, " \ n \ n" ) ; 
} 
strcat(text,temp) ; 
str = XmStringCreateLtoR (text , XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET) ; 
XtVaSetValues( statsLabel, 
XmNlabelString, str, 
XmNalignment, XmALIGNMENT BEGINNING, 
NULL) ; 
XmStringFree(str) ; 
void StatsWindow : :manage(void) 
( 
BasicWindow: :manage() ; 
XtManageChild( okButton) ; 
XtManagechild(~statsLabel\ ; 
void StatsWindow: : okCallback (Widget ,XtPointer c lientData , XtPointer ) 
( 
StatsWindow* obi = (Statsl'lindow*) clientData; 
obj- >okExecute(j; 
void StatsWindow: : okExecute(void ) 
( 
BasicWindow : : unmanage() ; 
} 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
II FSDialog . h : Support a file selection dialog box. 
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
#ifndef FSDIALOG H 
#define FSDIALOG~H 
# include "BasicWidget . h" 
typedef void (*FSCallback) (void*,char* ); 
class FSDialog : public BasicWidget 
( 
private: 
II Static member c allback func t ions . 
stat c void okCallback(Widget,XtPointer,XtPointer); 
s~at c void cancelCallback( Widget , XtPointer,XtPointer); 




FSDialog (char* , FSCallback,void* ) ; 
virt'.lal -FsDialog (void) ; 
1/ Function to be called when the user selects a f i le. 
FSCallback callback; 
void* clientData; / / Data prov~ded by caller . 
void fileSelected(char* ) ; 
virtual void manage (vo i d) ; 
#endif 
/// /// // // / /// / //// / / ///// / // / / / / // / / / // / /// / / // / / /// /// / // / / // / ////// ////////// 
// FSDialog.C : Support a fi l e s e lection dialog box. 
/ / / // //// / / / / // /// /// / / / / / /// /// // / //// /// /////// / / //// // / // / //// /////// / /////// 
#include "FSDialog . h" 
#include "Applicati::m . h " 
#include "PopupDialog.h" 
#include <Xm/FileSB.h> 
// Constructor creates the file selection d~alog box and registers callback 
/ / functions. 
FSDialog::FSDialog(char* name,FSCallback callbdck,void* clientData) : 
c alloack 
c lientData 
cal l back; 
c l ientData; 
BasicWidget (name ) 
_widget = XmCreateFileSelectionDialog (theApplication->toplevel() ,name,N1JLL,O ); 
XtAddCallback( widget , 
XmNcancelCallback,&FSDialog: :~ancelCallback, 
(XtPointer ) thi s) ; 
XtAddCallback( widget, 
XmNokCallback,&FSDi alog: : okCallback, 
(XtPointer ) t his) ; 
XtAddCallback: widget, 
XmNhe l pCallback , &FSD i alog: : he lpCallback , 
(XtPointer) this ) ; 
1/ Destroy the widget. 
FSDlalog:: - F3Dialog( v o i d) 
{ 
XtDestroyWidget (_wi dget ) ; 
// This function is called when the user sele~ts a file. 
void FSDialog : :okCal l back(Widget , XtPointer cl i e ntData, Xt Pointer callData ) 
{ 
FSDialog* obj = (FSDialog* ) cl ientData; 
XmFileSelectionBoxCallbackStruct* cb = 









status = XmStrlngGetLtoR (xmstr, XmSTRING _DEFALLT_ CHARSET, &fileName) ; 





obj- >BasicWidget: :unmanage(); 
1/ Close the box without selecting a file. 
void FSDialog::cancelCallback(Widget,XtPointe r clientData,XtPointer) 
{ 
FSDialog* obj = (FSDialoq*)clientData; 
Qbj - >Basicl'i"idget. : unmanage () __ 
// Help! 
vOld FSDialog: :helpCallback ( Widget,XtPointe~,XtPointer) 
( 
PopupICialog* infoLJialog = new PopupDialog r. "Help Info", INFO) ; 
infoDialog->postMesaage("Select a data file ' ); 
void FSDialog: :iileSelecced(cnar* f"leName) 
{ 
.if ( _callback) 
i 
callback(_cliencData,fileName) ; 
vOld FSDialog : :manage (void) 
{ 
BasicWidget: :manage (); 
XtPopup(XtParent ( widget),XtGrabNone ); 
XMapRaised(theApplicat ion ->disp lay( ) ,XtWindow (XtParent (_widget))) ; 
} 
/// ///// / /////// //// /// / //////////// // /////// / / // ///// / /// / / ////// / /// / ///////// 
// OpenCmd.h : Support a pushbutton to ge t user input data file. 
/ // / / / ////// /// / // / // /// /// / //// ////////// // //////// // / /// // // /// / // / / / ///////// 
#ifndef OPENCMD H 
#define OPENCMD=H 
# i nclude "CmdButton.h" 
#include "UnsortedData.h" 
// Forward references. 
class FSDialog; 
class Disp l ayWi ndow ; 
class CmdLi st; 
class OpenCmd:publi c CmdButton 
private '. 
FSDialog* fsDialog; / / Fi le selection dialog box. 
DisplayWindow* =di splaywindow; // Di splay window to display unsorted data. 
UnsortedData data; 1/ User input data. 
CmdList* =activationList; // Commands to be activated. 
// Callback function. 
static void readFileCallback(void*,char* ); 
voij readData(char*) ; 
public: 
Open~md(Widget,int) ; 
-OpenCmd (void) ; 
// Add to commands activat i on list. 
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vo~d add7oActivat i onList (CmdInterface* ) ; 
/ 1 Execute callback. 
void execute (Wi dget,XtPointer ) ; 
// ReLurn i nput da ta . 
UnsorLedData data (void ) ; 
} ; 
#endif 
////////////// / / / /// // / // / /// / /// / /////// ///// //// // // ///////////// ///////////// 
// OpenCmd . C : Support a pushbutton t o get user input da t a. 
/ // / / // /// // /////// // //// /////// / /// / / //////////// / /// // //// ///// ///////////1/// 
#include "OpenCmd.h" 
#include "emdL~st . h" 
#include "FSDialog . h" 
# i nc l ude "PopupDialog . h" 
#incluae "DisplayWi ndow.h" 
#~nclude <fsLream.h> 
#~ncluae <ctype.h> 
/ / Constructor creates a file se:ection box and a display window. 
/ / Also initializes a command activation list. 
OpenCmd: : OpenCmd (Widget parent, ~~t active) : Cn,dButton ( "Open", parent, active ) 
I 
hsplayW~naow new DisplayWindow("Unsorted flata") ; 
fsD~alog new FSDialog ( "File Selection ", 
&Openemd : :readFileCallback , (void* ) this ) ; 
activationL~sL ; new CmdLis t ( "Open: Ac t ivation Lis~") ; 
Op enCmd : :-OpenCmd(void ) 
( 
delete fsDia l og; 
delete d~splayWindow; 
delete _activatio nL i s t ; 
void OpenCmd: :execute (Widget , XtPoin t er ) 
{ 
fsDialog- >manage( : ; } -
v oid OpenCmd: :readFi l e Callba ck (void* c lientData , c har* f ileName ) 
{ 
OpenCmd* obj ; (Open emd* ) clientDa t a ; 
obj->readData(fileName ) ; 
// Read input file and store the data. I f incorr ec t f i l e or i nvalid data p opup 
/!an error or warning dialog 
vo id OpenCmd : :readData (c har* f ileName ) 
( 
int data [50) ; 
int size; 0 ; 
char c; 
lfstream inFile(f~leName,ios: :ir.) , 
~f (! inFHe) 
( 
theErrorDialog->pos tMessage ( " Inva lid file! \ nCannot open file. " , NULL , TRUE ) ; 
retur n; 
inFile » c; 
if (inFile . peek () ! ; EOF) 
{ 
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~f {! isdig~t lei) 
\ 
theErrorDialog->postMessage("Invalid file! \ nSeleet a data file. ", 




while(inFile && (size < 50» 
{ 
inFile » data [size] ; 
if (data [s~ze] > 99) 
{ 
data [sizej = 99: 
size++i 
inFile » e; 
if(inFile.peek') != EOF) 
{ 
if ( ! isdigit (e) I 
( 
theErrorDialog->postMessage(" I nvalid File! \ nSeleet a data iile.", 
NULL,TRUE ) ; 
return; 
inFile.putbaek{c) ; 
if(size == 0\ 
{ 
theErrorDialog- >postMessage (" Empty File! \ n " ,NULL, TRUE ) ; 
return; 
if(size == 50) 
{ 
theWarnDialog->postMessage("Only the first 5 0 numbers are sorted.", 
inFile.elose(); 
aetivationList->activate() ; 
_data.eopy(data,size ) ; 
displayWindcw->reinit( data ) ; 
-displayWindow->draw() ;-
=d~splayWindow- >nextFrame( ) ; 
UnsortedData OpenCmd: :data(void) 
{ 
r eturn data; 
void Op"'!nCmd: :addToActivationList (Cmdlnterface* emd) 
( 
activationList->add(cmd) ; } -
NULL, TRUE ) ; 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!/!IIIIIIIIII III II IIII I IIIII III IIIIIIII11 11111 11111 1111 11111111 11 
II ExitCmd.h : Support a pushbutton. 
II Pressing the "Exit" button ends the program. 
1111111 1111111 111111111111111111111111 11 11 111 11111111111111 11 1111111 111 1111111 11 
#ifndef EXITCMD H 
#define EXITCMD=H 
#inelude "CmdButton . h" 
102 




ExitCmd(W~dget oarent,int active) : CmdButton ("Exit" ,parent , active ) { } 
-ExitCmd(void) {i 
void execute (Widget,XtPointer) ; 
#endif 
IIIIIIIIIIII I I/ii/!//i////////i//ii///IIIIII////////// //////////// / / / / / // / /// /// 
// ExitCmd . C : Support a pushbutton . 
1/ Pressing the Exit button ends the program. 
1///////// // /// / //// / //////// // // / //// / / / / //////////// / / / // // / / / / / / /// / // /////// 
#include " ExitCmd . h " 
#include "Application . ~" 
#include <stdlit . h > 





/////////////1///11//// / ////// / ////// / ////////// / // / //////////1////////1 / /////// 
// ResetCmd.h : Support a pushb'..ltton to reset the display windows. 
///////////1/ / //1/// / ///// // / / ///////// / // // / //// // / //// // / / / /// /!// /I/////I/I/; 
#ifndef RESETCMD H 
#define RESETCMD=H 
#~nclude "CmdButton . h " 
#include "ScrtList . h " 








// Add to the list . 
vo~d add,SortList**) ; 
// Execute callback. 
virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer) ; 
#endif 
// / ///1////////////// / // / // / //// / //// / ////// /// // / /// / / // /// / ///////////// / / / /// 
// ResetCmd . C : Support a pushbutton to reset display wi ndows . 
/////////////////////////I/I////////II///I/// ! //://I///////I/I///////I//II/!/ ! / / 
#include "ResetCmd.h" 
// Constructor creates the pushbutton. 
ResetCmd : :ResetCmd (Widget parent, int active) : CmdButt~n ("Reset", parent , active) j -
ResetCmd :: -ResetCmd(void) j 
void ResetCmd : : add(SortList** list) 
{ 
for(int i = O;i < NoOfSorts;i++} 
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so:::tList[i] list [i] ; 
vOld ResetCmd: : execute(Widget,XtPointer) 
i 
for(1nt 1 - O;i < NoOfSorts;i++) 
{ 
if( sor~List[i] ->isSelected()) { -
sortList[i]->reinit ( ) ; 
} 
///// / / / /// / / /// //// / // ////// /////////// // /// /////// //////////// //////////////// 
// SortCmd.h : Support a pushbutt on to start disp lay i n d i splay windows. 
/ // // / / /// / //// // // /// /// //// //// ///// / / ///// ///// / / // ////////////////// // ////// 
#lfndef SORTCMD H 
#deflne SORTCMD=H 
#include "CmdButton.h" 
#include "SortLi st.h" 
c:ass SortCmd:public CmdButton 
( 
private: 




1/ Add to the lisco 
void add(SortList** ) ; 
/ / Execute callback . 
virtual void exeo:ute (I'hdgec, XtP01nte:::) ; 
}; 
#endif 
/// /////// // / /// /// // /// /////////////////////// / ////////////////// / ///////////// 
// SortCmd.C : Support a pushbutton to start display in display windows. 
////// ///////// ////// / // / / ////////////// / // // // / / //// // //// // /// /// /////// //// // 
#include ·SortCmd . h" 
// Constructor creates the pushbutton . 
SortCmd: :SortCmd(Widget parent,i~t acti?el: 
CmdButton ( "D_splay Sorting", parent, active) 
SortCmd: : -SortCmd ('loid) 
\ 
vo i d SortCmd: :add(SortLi st** list) 
{ 
for(int i - O;i c NoOfSorts;l++l 
{ 
sortList[i] - list[i]; } -
// Check all sorting togglebuttons and start display for those that have been 
/ / s elected. 
void SortCmd: : execute (I'lidget , XtP01nter) 
( 
for(int i - O;i < NoOfSorts;i . +) 
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if( sortList[i] ->isSelected()) ( -
} - sortList[i]->displaySort() ; 
} 
/////////////////////////////////////////// / // // //// / //////////////// / / // / // / / // 
// SpeedCmd.h : Support a pushbutton which would popup a SpeedWindow . 
1/////////1//////////// ////////////////////////1/1//1///// 1 /// /// / / /// / / / // / / // / 
#ifndef SPEEDCMD H 
#define SPEEDCMD=H 
#include "CmdButton.h" 
// Forward reference. 
class SpeedWindow; 





SpeedCmd(Widget parent,int active); 
virtual -SpeedCmd(void); 
// Execute callback. 
// SpeedWindow object. 
virtual void execute (I'iidget, XtPointer) ; 
// Return current speed. 




// SpeedCmd.h : Support a p~shbutton which would popup a SpeedWindow . 
/ //////////////////////////'///////////// / ///////////1 //////////////!// / /!/////; 
#include "SpeedCmd.h" 
#include "SpeedWindow.h" 
// Constructor creates the pushbutton and initializes SpeedWindow object. 
SpeedCmd: : SpeedCmd (Widget parent, int active) : CmdButton ('. Speed", parent, acti ve' 
( 





} - speedWindow->manage() ; 
int SpeedCmd::speed(void) 
( 
return speedWindow->speed(), } -
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////1////1//////////////////// 
// StatsCmd.h : Support a pushbutton to popup StatsWindow. 
///////////////////////////I////////;////i////////////i///////////////////!///// 





II Fo rward reference. 
class StatsWindow; 








void add (So rtList**) ; 
virtual void execut e (Widget,XtPointer ) ; 
} ; 
#endif 
111111111 11111111 11111 1111 1111111111111111111111 11 1111 11111111111111111111111111 
II StatsCmd.C : Support a pushbutton to popup a StatsWindow. 
11111 1111111 1111 111111 111 111111111111111111111111 1111111111 11 111 11111 111 11111111 
#include "StatsCmd.h" 
#inc l ude "StatsWindow.h" 
StatsCmd: : StatsCmd (Widget parenc.int active}; 
statsW~ndow = new StatsWindow() ; 
StatsCmd: : -StacsCmd(void ) 
( 
vo~d 3tatsCmd :: add(SortList** list ) 
! 
fcr(int i = O;i < NoCfSorts; i++ ) 
sortList[i] = list[1 j; 
vo~d StatsCmd :: execute (Widget,XtPo inter ) 
int size [NoOfSorts ] ; 
i n t comps[NoOfSo r ts ]; 
int swaps [NoOfSort s ] ; 





sortLi st [i] - >si ze () ; 
-sortList[ i]->comps () ; 
=sortList[i]- >swa ps() ; 
statsWindow- > rein~t \ s~ze, comps , swa"s I . 
statsW~ndow- >manage(); 
-:mdButton("Statistics" ,parent, active } 
} 
11 11111 1111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 1111111 111 11111 
II CmdList.h : Support a list o f command interfa ce objects. 
1111111111 111111 11111111111111111111111 1111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111 
#ifndef CMDLIST H 
#define CMDLIST=H 
# i nclude "Cmdlnterface.h" 
typedef Cmdlnterface* Command; 







Cmd!..ist(const char* ); 
-CmdList (void) ; 
Command operator [] (int) ; 
int size(void); 
void add(Command); 
// List of Cmdlnterface obJects. 
// Size of the list. 
// Overloaded operatcr . 
// Return size of list . 
// Add a pointer to Cmdlnterface. 
// Activate and deactivate the list. 
virtual void activate (void) ; 
virtual void deactivate (v o id) ; 
/ / Manage ;;;.nd ' . .mmanga ge the list . 
virtual void manage (void) ; 
virtual void unmanage(void); 
// Execute all the Cmdlnterface objects ir the ll.st. 
virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer) {} 
} ; 
#endif 
/ / /// // ////////////// /// // ////// / / / // //// / // /// / // / / ///////////// /////////////// 
// CmdList.C : Support a list of command i nterface objects. 
//// / /// / //////////// ////////////////// // /// / ///// // // / //// / //////////////////// 
#lnclude "CmdList.h" 
#include cXll/lntrinsic . h > 
#l.nclude cassert.h> 
// Constructor init~alizes t~e size and the list of commands to zerc . 








del ete [] l i stOfCmds; 
} 
Command CmdList: : operator [ ] (int i ) 
{ 
assert ((i > = 0) I I (i c size )) ; 
return listOfCmds [i]; 
int CmdList: :size(void) 
{ 
return size; 
void CmdList: : add (Command cmd) 
{ 
listOfCmds[ size++] = cmd; } -
void CmdList: : activate(vcid) 
( 
for (int i = O;i c size;i++) 
( 
listOfCmds[i]->activate( i; \ -
void CmdList :: deactivate(void) 
"List") : Cmdlnterface(name) 
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for(int i = O;i < size;i~~) 
( 
listOfCmds[il ->deactivate(); } -
void CmdL~st: : manage (void) 
( 
for !int i = O;i < size;i+T) 
( 
listOfCmds[il ->manage(); 
void CmdList: :unmanage (void) 
{ 
for(int i = O;i < size;i++J ( . 
l~stOfCmds[il- >unmanage( ) ; } -
} 
11111111/1111//1111111111111111 111 1111111111111111 11111111111111 1111111111111111 
II SortList . h : Support a list of togglebuttons for the user to check the 
II sorting methods to be used. 
1111/11111//// / //////// // ///// / / // / ////// / / / ////// / / //// / ///////1 11 11/111/// // 1/ 










class Sor~List:public Crr.dToggle 
( 
private: 















inc disp l ayOff; 
/i Callbacks. 
// OpenCmd has the unsoreed data. 
// SpeedCmd has the current speed of display. 
/ / Sort is the abtract class for all sorts. 
// Sorting info is stored in Sort l nfo. 
II Unsorted data is stored in UnsortedData. 
1/ To time the display. 
1/ Count the number of sorting seeps. 
II Boolean value to check if the display 
// window is alre ady active. 
static void timerCallback(XtPointer,Xtlnterva l l d*); 
void timeTheDisplay(void ) ; 
public: 
SortList(const char*,int,Widget,int ) ; 
-SortList(void) ; 
// Execute callback. 
virtual void execuee\Widget,XtPointer); 
// Uncheck togglebutton and cl:>se window. 
virtual void deSelect (void) ; 
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;/ Controls. OpenCmd cc get: unscrted data. SpeedCmd to get s peed of display. 
void setCor.t::ols <OpenCmd*, SpeedCmd*) ; 
/1 Reinitialize display with current data. 
void reinit(void); 
// Start display. 
void displaySort(void); 
int size (void) ; 
int swaps (v o id) ; 
int comps(void ) ; 
#endif 
/ / // /////////// / //// ///// / ///////// / / / / /// //// / //////// // / / / /// //////////////// / 
// SortList.C : 
////// / / / /// / / / //// / / /// //// / ///////// / / / ///// /// / / / //////// // ///// / ///// / ////// 
#include "SortList.h" 
#include "Application.h" 










SortList: :SortList(const char* sortNa me,int sortClass,Widget parent,int active) : 
CmdToggle(sortName,pa:rent, active) 
d1splayWindow = new Displayvlindow (sort:Name, this) ; 
switch(sortClass) 
{ 
case :nsertionSortClass : 
sort = new InsertionSort(); 
break; 
case SelectionSortClas s: 
sort = new Select i onSort(); 
Ereak; 
case QuickSortClass: 
sort = new QuickSort: '. i : 
break; 
case ShellSortClass: 
sort: = new ShellSort(l i 
break; 
case aubbleSortClass: 
sort = new BubbleSort( ); 
break; 
case CombSortClass: 













displayWindow- >reinit( open->data()); 
-displayWindow->draw(: ; -
displayWindow->nextFrame() ; 
if ( id) 
( 
XtRemoveTimeOut( idi ; 
disp .. ayOff TRUE; 
cnt = 0; 








void SortList: : deSelect (void) 
( 
CmdToggle: :deSelect(); 
displayOff = TRUE; 
void SortList: :setControls(OpenCmd* ~pen,SpeedCmd* speed) 
( 
open open; 
-speed = speed; ) -
void 30rtList : :uisplaySort(void) 
{ 
if ( dl.splayOff) ( -






&SortLl.st: : tl.merCallback, (XtPointer) this) ; 
vcid SortList::timerCallback(XtPointer clientData,Xtlntervalld*) 
{ 
SortList* obj = (SortList*)clientData; 
obj->timeTheDisplay() ; 
void SortList : : timeTheDisplav (void) { . 
if(!CmdToggle: :isSelected()) 
{ 





!f' cnt < sort->steps( ' J 
( 
displayWindow->draw f info [ cnt++J); 
=d~splayw~ndow->nextFrame(l; 
if ( id) 
{ 
XtRemoveTimeO~t( !d; ; 
id XtAppAddTimeOut (theApplication->appContext () ,_speed->speed(i, 




if ( id) 
( 
XtRemoveTimeOut( id); 
displayOff = TRUE; } -
int SortList: :size(void) 
l 
return sort->size(); 
int SortList: :comps(v o id) 
( 
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II GraphList.h : Support a list of pushbuttons, executing which would display 
I I the c o rresponding g raph for t h e sorting algorithm. 
11111111 1111 111111 11111111 1111111111111111111111 11111 111 11 1111111 11 1111111 111111 
# i fndef GRAPHLIST H 
#define GRAPHLIST-H 
#include "CmdButton.h" 
II Forward reference. 
class GraphWindow; 







GraphListiconst char*,int,Widget,int ); 
-GraphList(voidl; 
virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer) ; 
#endif 
II GraphWindow object. 
I I Sorting class (algor i thm). 
III 
I I IIIIII ' I II !!I I III I IIII II III I! I IIIIII I III II IIIII!!III111111111/: 11 1111 111111111 
II GraphList.C : Support a list of pushbuttons, executing which would display 
II the corresponding graph for the sorting algorithm. 
11/11111 1111 1111/11111111111/1/11/// / 111/11111111111/11 /1/ 1111//1111/1111 11/ / /11 
#inc l ude "GraphList . h" 
#include "GraphWi ndow.h" 
#include "Sort . h" 
1/ Constructor creates a GraphWindow object, which would display the graph . 
GraphList :: GraphList (const char* sortName , int sortClass, 
graphWindow 
- sortClass 
Widget parent,int active) : CmdButton(sortName,parent,active ) 
new GraphWindow(sortName) ; 
sortClass; 




/1 Corresponding graph is drawn based on experimental data. 
void GraphList: : execute (Widget,XtPointer) 
{ 
static int insertSwaps [6] 
static int insertComps[6] 
static int selectSwaps[6] 
static int selectComps[6] 
static int bubbleSwaps [6] 
static int bubbleComps [6 ] 
static int combSwaps [6] 
static int combComps [6 ] 
static int shellSwaps [6] 
static int shellComps[6] 
static int quickSwaps [6] 
static int quickComps [6] 





(O,18,l04,406 , 708,1110); 
(O.11,20,30,40,SO); 
{O,SS,190,43S,780,122S}; 
(O , 29,64,96.128,2S0); 
(O,66, 210,46S,820,1200); 
{O,lO.20,30,40,361); 
{O,S2,9 9 .121,lSl , 29 7 j; 
{O,22,60.90,120,200); 
{O,16,28,142,lS6,270} ; 
{O,12,22,33 , 44.SSj; 
(O,29, 71,97,103,129 j ; 
graphWindow- >drawNSquareGraph () ; 
-graphWindow- >plotSwaps (insertSwaps,O.lO ) ; 
=graphwindow- >plotComps(insertComps,o . lO) ; 
break; 
case SelectionSortClass : 
graphWindow- >drawNSquareGraph() ; 
- graphwindow- >plo tSwaps (selectSwaps, o. lO ) ; 
=graphwindow- >plotComps (selectComps, o . lO ) ; 
break; 
case QuickSortClass: 
graphW~ndow- >drawNLogNGraph() ; 
=graphwindow->plotSwaps(quickSwaps,1 . 2S) ; 
_ graphWindow->plotComps (quickComps, 1.25) ; 
break ; 
case ShellSortClass : 
_graphWindow- >drawNSquareGraph () ; 











-graphWindow->plotSwaps(combSwaps , 1 . 25) ; 
=graphWindow- >plotComps(combComps,1.~5) ; 
break; 
} 
//1 /////1 /////////// ////// /// / ////// ///// /// /// /////// /////// / / / /// // /// // // // / / 
// InfoList.h : Support "Info" menu. 
// Provide ~nformation on Sorting algorithms implemented. 
///////// / 1/ / / //// / /// // // ////// //////// ///////// ///// / / / // /////// /// /// / /1/ /1 /1 
#ifndef INFOLIST H 
#define INFOLIS7=H 
#include "CmdButton.h " 






InfoList(const char*,int,Widget,int) ; 
-InfoList(void) ; 
virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer ) ; 
#endif 
1// / //// //1/// ////11'/// 1///1// //////////// /// ////////1// / /// 1// //1/// // /////// / 
// InfoList.C : Support "Info" menu. 
// Prov~de information the sor~ing algorithms implemented. 
///// ////// // / //////// //// / / ///////// /////// //1 / /////// //1/// / ///// / / 1/// / //1// / 
#include "InfoList.h" 
#include "PopupDialog.h" 
#include "Sort . h" 
#include <string . h > 
// Constructor creates a pushbutton for the menu item. 
InfoList : : InfoL~st(const char* sortName,int sortClass,Widget parent,int activ e) : 
sortCiass = sortClass; 
InfoList: :-InfoList(void) j 
// Popup a dialog with information. 
~oid InfoList : :execute(Widget,XtPointer) 
\ 
char tempI [1000] ; 
char temp2 [1000] ; 
switch( sortClass) 
CmdButton(sortName,parent,activ e ) 
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case InsertionSortClass : 
strcpy(temp1, "Insertion Sort\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"This algorithm could be compared with the task of\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"picking up cards for a bridge hand. Each new card \ n" ) ; 
strcat(temp1, "is inserted into the correct position relative to \ n" ); 
strcat(temp1, "the other cards already in the hand."); 
strcpy(temp2, "Performance Analysis of Insertion Sort\n\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"The sort uses about n A 2/2 comparisons and n A 2/8\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"swaps on the average and twice as many in the worst \ n"); 
strcat(temp2, "case to sort n records . So the algorithm has a running\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "time complexity of the order of n A 2 . If the input is\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"pre-sorted. running time would be of the order of n .\n" ) ; 
strcat(temp2,"Since sorting is done in-place. no extra memory is \n"); 
strcat(temp2,"needed. So the space complex~ty of the algorithm is \n"); 
strcat(temp2,"of the order of n."); 
break; 
case ShellSortClass: 
strcpy(temp1, "Shell Sort\n"); 
strcat(temp1, "It was one of the first algorithms to break the\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"quadratic time barrier. It works by making comparisons \n"); 
strcat(temp1,"between elements that are distant;the distance between\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"comparisons decreases as the algorithm runs, and in the\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"last phase, adjacent elements are compared. For this\n"); 
strcat(temp1, "reason, Shellsort is sometimes referred to as \n"); 
strcat(temp1, "diminishing increment sort."); 
strcpy(temp2,"Performance Analysis of Shell Sort\n\n"); 
strcpy l temp2,"The worst case running time complexity is of the\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"order of n A 2 . But on the average the sort is much\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"faster, though . Sorting is done in-place and so no\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"extra space is required."); 
break; 
case BubbleSortClass : 
strcpy(temp1,"Bubble Sort\n"); 
strcat(temp1, "The method is called \"bubble sorting\" because large\n"l; 
strcat(temp1, "elements \"bubble up\" to their proper position .\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"Bubblesort is also known as exchange selection or\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"propagation.") ; 
strcpy(temp2,"Performance Analysis of Bubble Sort\n\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"Bubble Sort uses about n A 2/2 comparisons and n A 2\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"exchanges on the average and in the worst case. If\n") ; 
strcat(temp2,"the input is pre-sorted no swaps are ever needed \ n"); 
strcat(temp2, "and only n comparisons are made . So the running time\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "complexity would be of the order of n . Sorting is\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "done in-place and so no extra memory is required . So\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "the space complexity is of the order of n . \n"); 
break; 
case CombSortClass: 
strcpy(temp1, "Comb Sort\n"); 
strcat(temp1, "Bubblesort is modified to eliminate turtles by\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"allowing the gap between elements that are compared\n"); 
strcat(temp1, "to be greater than 1. This minor change makes the\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"Combsort efficient while still retaining the\n"); 
strcat(temp1,"simplicity of bubblesort."); 
strcpy(temp2,"Performance Analysis of Comb Sort\n\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "Empirical results show that the average case running\n"); 
strcat(temp2 , "time complexity to be comparable to that of Quicksort.\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"So the running time complexity appears to be of the\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"order of nlog(n) for n records to be sorted. Sorting\n"); 





strcat(templ,"As the name implies, this is the fastest known\n"); 
strcat(templ,"sorting algorithm in practice. Th~s is a divide\n"); 
scrcat(templ, "and conquer recursive algorithm."); 
strcpy(temp2, "Performance Analysis of Quick Sort\n\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"The average case running time is of the order of\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "nlog(n) and the worst case time complexity is of\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "the order of n A : for n records to be sorted.\n"); 
strcac(temp2,"Sorting is done in-place and in the average case\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"uses only a small auxilIary stack to handle\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"However, in the worst case, the extra space\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "required to handle recursion will be about the size\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"of the number of records to be sorted."); 
break; 
case SelectionSortClass: 
strcpy (templ, "Selection Sort \n" ) ; 
strcat(templ, "This is probably one of the simplest algorithms.\n"); 
strcat(templ, "While sorting, an item is moved to the beginning\n"); 
strcat(templ,"of the array by exchanging it with the item in the\n"); 
strcat(templ,"desired location.\n"); 
strcpy(temp2, "Performance Analysis of Selection Sort\n\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "The sort uses about n A 2 comparisons and n exchanges\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"to sort an array on n elements. The worst case and\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"average case time complexity is of the order of n A 2\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"Since sorting is done in-place, no extra memory is\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"needed. So the space complexity of the algorithm is\n"); 




thelnfoDialog->postMessage (templ, temp2) ; 
} 
I/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/III//IIIII/II!II///ii//l////11/1/// //// //1/ / /1//// 
// HelpList.h : Support "Help" menu. 
///////i//i/i///i/I/III//i//i/ii//////i////////i///i/l//I/II//////!/////I//I//// 
#ifndef HELPLIST H 
#define HELPLIST-H 
#include "CmdButton.h" 
1/ Define help classes. 
const int HelpClassl l' 
const int HelpClass2 2 ; 
const int HelpClass3 3 ; 
const int HelpClass4 4 ; 
const int HelpClass5 5 ; 
const int NoOfHelps 5' 
extern char* const helpName[NoOfHelps]; 
extern int const helpClass[NoOfHelps]; 
class HelpList:public emdButton 
( 
private: 




virtual void execute (Widget,XtPointer) ; 
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#endif 
// / / // ///////////// / / // ///////////// /// ////////////// / // //1//////// / // / // / / / /// / 
/ / HelpList.C : Support "Help" menu. 





// Define help menu. 
char* const helpName[NoOfHelps] {"Data" , 
"Sortlng" I 
"Display" I 
11 Statistics II , 
"Graphs II }; 
int const heipClass[NoOfHelps] = (1,2,3,4,5); 
// Constructor creates a pushbutton for the help menu item . 
HelpList: :HelpList(const char* sortName,int sortClass,Widget parent,int active): 
CmdButton(sortName,parent, active) 
sortClass = sortClass; 
HelpList: :-HelpList(void) j 
/1 Popup a dialog with information to display. 




switch ( sortClass) 
( 
case HelpClassl: 
strcpy(templ,"Data file contains unsorted data to be sorted . The\n"); 
strcat(templ, "input data has to be or..2.y positive integers and any\n"); 
strcat(templ, "other character is not recognized and results in an\n"); 
strcat(templ,"error.") ; 
strcpy(temp2,"For a good visual appeal, the maximum value of number\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "that can be used in the unsorted data is lim~ted to \n"); 
strcat (temp2, "99 (any number more than 99 is truncated to 99) . And\n"); 
strcat(temp2, "also the maximum size of the data that can be sorted \n"); 
strcat(temp2,"is 50 (if data size is more than 50, only the first SO\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"numbers are sorted) ."); 
thelnfoDialog- >postMessage(templ,temp2) ; 
break; 
case HelpClass2: 
strcpy(templ,"Sorting as implemented here is the process of\n"); 
strcat(templ,"arranging a sequence of non-negative integers in\n"); 




strcpy(templ , "The data is represented by rectangles whose length is\n"); 
strcat(templ,"sized according to the value they represent. The\n"); 
strcat(templ,"dynamic process of sorting is shown by darkening the\n"); 
strcat(templ,"rectangles that represent the numbers that are being\n"); 
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strcat(temp1, "compared or swapped at each step of sorting .\n" ); 
thelnfoDialog->postMessageltemp1) ; 
break ; 
case HelpClass4 : 
strcpy(temp1,"The statistics shown are the statistics for the last \ n" ) ; 
strcat(temp1,"run for each of the sort~ng method." ) ; 
thelnfoDialog- >postMessage(temp1 ) ; 
break; 
case HelpClass5: 
strcpy(temp1 ," The graphs provide complexity and performance analysis\n" ); 
strcat(temp1, "for the sorting methods. The graphs plot the number of \ n" ); 
strcat(temp1,"comparisons and swaps that each sorting method took \ n") ; 
strcat(temp1."to sort some samples of data. These graphs also plot \ n" ); 
strcat(temp::", "the average case complexity graphs."); 





////1/////////////// / ///////////////////////111////1// ////////////////////////// 
// AboutList.h : Support "About" menu . 
///////// // /////1///////////1///// / 1///11///111///11//////////111 /1 /1/ / 1///// / /1 
#ifndef ABOUTLIST H 
#define ABOUTLIST=H 
#include "CmdButcon . h" 
const int AboutClassl 1 ; 
c onst int AboutClass2 = 2; 
c onst int NoOfAbouts = 2; 
extern char* const aboutName[NoOfAbouts] ; 
extern int const aboutClass[NoOfAbouts]; 
class AboutList:public CmdButton 
( 
p ::civate : 
int _aboutClass; 
public : 
AboutList(const char*.int,Widget,int ); 
-AboutL~st(void) ; 
/1 Execute callback . 
virtual void execute (Widget , XtPointer ) ; 
} ; 
#endif 
/11///111 / /1'1 / 1//////1/1///// / //1111//1111// / //111///11///11///////1///////1/// 
// AboutList . C : Support "About" menu . 
/111//1 111/ / /11///1////1/1////////////1/1/11////1////11///1/1//////1/1////////// 
#include "AboutList . h" 
#include "PopupDialog.h" 
#include <string.h> 
1/ Menu item names in "About" menu . 
char* const aboutName[NoOfAbouts] {"SortDisplay " , 
"Running SortDisplay"}; 
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int const aboutClass[NoOfAbouts] = {1,2}; 
AboutList::AboutList(const char* name,int aboutClass,Widget parent.int active): 
CmdButton(name,parent, active) 




void AboutList: : execute (Widget,XtPointer) 
( 
char tempI [1000] ; 









Visualization of Sorting Algorithms\n"\; 
Vikas Muktavaram & Dr. M.H. Samadzadeh\n"); 
C++\n") ; 
Motif, Xt Intrinsics and Xlib\n"); 
30 June 1996"); 
strcpy(temp2,"This program is a visual tool which could help users\n" ) ; 
strcat(temp2,"get a grasp of sorting algorithms. The program gives\n"); 
strcat(temp2,"a dynamic display of sorting methods while in execution\n"); 




strcpy(templ, "Steps to run the program:\n"); 
strcat(templ,"I. Use \"Open\" under \"File\" menu to open a data\n"); 
strcat (tempI, " file. \n") ; 
strcat(templ, "2 . Select any number of the 6 sorting metnods under\n"); 
strcat (tempI," \"Sort\" menu. \n"); 
strcat(templ,"3. Use \"Display Sorting\" under \"Sort\" menu to start\n"), 










\"Reset\" command under \"Sort\" menu can be used to\n" ) ; 
restart sorting at any time.\n"); 
\"Speed\" command under \"Options\" menu can be used\n"); 
to change the speed of display\n"); 
Other commands under \"Info\" menu provide useful\n"); 
information abou:: the sorting algorithms."~; 
theInfoDialog->postMessage(templ,temp2) ; 
} 
/ ///////////////////////////////////!//////// I //////// // // // // // // // // / // / /// // / 
// PopupDialog.h : Dialog manager class. 
// Declare three types of dialogs as external objects. 
// Create more dialogs if needed and destroy dialogs created 
/ / temporarily when no longer needed. 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1//// 
#ifndef POPUPDIALOG H 
#define POPUPDIALOG=H 
#include "BasicWidget.h" 
const int INFO 0; 
const int ERROR = 1; 
const int WARN = 2; 
class PopupDialog:public BasicWidget 
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private: 
int class; // Dialog class. 
/i Callbacks. 
static void okCallback(Widget,Xtpointer,XtPointer); 
static void moreCallback(Widaet,XtPointer,XtPointer); 







// Post a message. 
void postMessage (char*, char* mesg2 
// Global dialog objects . 
extern PopupDialog* theInfoDialog; 
extern PopupDialog* theErrorDialog; 
extern PopupDialog* theWarnDialog; 
NULL,int modal FALSE) ; 
#endif 
/// // //// ///// ///// ///////// //////// / //////////1/1111/1111/1/1// 1/111111111 11111 
/1 PopupDialog.C : Dialog manager class. 










/1 Constructor creates dialog of the type needed and stores the class of dialog 
1/ created. 
PopupDialog: : PopupDialog(char* name,int type) :BasicWidget(name) 
{ 
class type; 
-widget = createDialog(theApplication->toplevel()); } -
PopupDialog: : -PopupDialog(void) 
{ 
XtDestroyWidget(_widget) ; 
1/ Create dialog. 
Widget PopupDialog: :createDialog(Widget parent) 
{ 
Widget dialog; 
switch ( class) 
{ 
case INFO: 
dialog = XmCreateInformationDialog(parent,_widgetName,NULL,O); 
break; 
case ERROR: 










XmStringCreateLtoR ("OK" ,XmSTRING DEFAULT CHARSET) ; 























II If dialog exists and is not in use return dialog. Otherwise create a d~alog 
II of the type needed and return it. 
Widge~ PopupDialog::getDialog(void) 
{ 
if( widget && !XtIsManaged( widget)) { - -
return _widget; 
Widget dialog createDialog(theApplication->toplevel()) ; 
return dialog; 
II Post message or messages. 
void PopupDialog: :postMessage(char* mesgl,char* mesg2,int modal) 
{ 











if(mesg2 !; NULL) 
{ 






XtUnmanageChild (XmMessageBoxGetChild(dialog, XmDIALOG_HELP_ BUTTON»; 
XtManageChild(dialog) ; 
void PopupDialog: :okCallback(Widget dialog,XtPointer clientData,XtPointer) 
{ 
PopupDialog* obj = (PopupDialog*)clientData; 
if(obj->baseWidget() 1= dialog) 
{ 
XtDestroyWidget(dialog) ; 
void PopupDialog::moreCallback(Widget widget,XtPointer clientData,XtPointer) 
{ 
PopupDialog* obj = (PopupDialog*)clientData; 
obj->moreExecute(widget) ; 
void PopupDialog: :moreExecute(Widget widget) 
{ 
XmString moreStr; 









XtManageChild(moreDialog) ; } 
////////////////////!///////////////!///////////////////////////!/////////////// 
// PullDownMenu.h : Support a pulldown cascading menu . 
/////////////!/////////////////////////////////////////// /////////////////////// 




// Forward reference. 
class CmdList; 






// Llst of menu commands. 
public: 
PullDownMenu(const char*,Widget,int,int help 
virtual -PullDownMenu(void); 
// Add to menu list. 
void add (Cmdlnterface*) ; 
// Manage and unmanage menu items. 
virtual void manage (void) ; 
virtual void unmanage(void); 
FALSE) ; 
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// Activate and deactivate menu items. 
virtual void activate (void) ; 
virtual void deactivate (void) ; 
// No execute callback. 
virtual void execute(Widget,XtPointer){} 
#endif 
/ / 1/////////1//1/ /1 / /1/// / / /1 / / //1///1///////////1///////1//1 / /1 /1 /////1 /1 /1 / 11/ 
// PullDownMenu.C : Support a pulldown cascading menu. 





// Constructor creates a cascading widget and initializes menu list . 
PullDownMenu::PullDownMenu(const char* name,Widget parent,int active,int help): 
Cmdlnterface(name) 
XmString labe:Str = XmStringCreateLtoR«char*)name,XmSTRING_DEFAULT_CHARSET); 
















_menuList = new CmdList(name); 
PullDownMenu::-PullDownMenu(void) 
1 
void PullDownMenu: :add(Cmdlnterface* cmd) 
( 
menuList- >add(cmd) ; } -








void PullDownMenu: :manage(void) 
( 
Cmdlnterface: :manage(); 
_menuList- >manage() ; 
labelStr, 





void PullDownMenu: :unmanagelvoid) 
( 
Cmdlnterface: : manage() ; 
menuList- >unmanage( ) ; 
~/~/I IIIII I I IIIIIII II I IIIII III I IIIIIII IIIIII!! IIIIII II 1 111111 1111 11111 1 1 1 / / 111 / 1 
/1 MenuBar.h : Support a menubar. 
1/11111111 /1 11/1111/1111/1 /////// ///1//1 / /// 111111 11 11 IIIII III/IIIII III/; i/I/! ! ! 
#ifndef MENUBAR H 
#define MENUBAR=H 
#include "BasicWidget . h" 
II Forward references. 
class Cmdlnterface ; 
class CmdList; 






-MenuBar (void) ; 
II List of menu items. 
II Manage and unmanage menu items. 
virtual void manage (void ) ; 
virtual void unman age (void ) ; 
II Add menu items. 
void add (Cmdlnterface*) ; 
#endif 
111 111111111 11111111111111111111/1111/111111/1111111/ /1 / 11111 //1/11/1/ /1/11 /1/// 
1/ MenuBar.C : Support a menubar . 
/1/// //1//1//1/1 /111/1/ /1//11 1/// /1//111 1// //11/ ///11///// III//i i / /!i//II ! !!/ ;/! 
#include "MenuBar.h" 
#include "CmdList.h" 
#include <Xm/RowColumn.h > 
II Constructor creates a menubar and a list of menu items. 
MenuBar : :MenuBar(char* name,Widget parent) :BasicWidget(name) 
( 
widget XmCreateMenuBar(parent,"MenuBar",NULL,O); 





1/ Add commands (menu items). 
void MenuBar: :add(Cmdlnterface* cmd) 
( 
menuList->add(cmd) ; } -






II Unmanage the menubar and the list of menu items. 





1111111111111111 11111111111111111111/1 1111/111/11111 111 11111111111 111111111 11 1/1 
II Mainwindow.h : Support a main window for the program. 
II Support initial screen and menubar. 
111111 111111111111111111//111111111111111 111111111111111 11/11 11/111 11111111111 1/ 
#ifndef MAINWINDOW H 
#define MAINWINDOW=H 
#include "BasicWindow.h" 

















I I Callback functions . 
II Menubar for the program. 
II Drawing area to draw initial screen. 
/ 1 Canvas to draw initial screen. 
static void inputCallback(Widget,XtPointer,XtPointer); 
static void exposeCallback(Widget , XtPointer,XtPointer); 
void inputExecute(void); 
void exposeExecute(void) ; 
II Start the program . 
void start (void) ; 
II Draw the initial screen. 
void draw (void) ; 
public: 
MainWindow(char*) ; 
virtual -MainWindow(void) i 
Widget workArea(void); 
II Create the drawing area. 
v irtual void initialize (void) ; 
I I Manage main window . 
virtual void manage (void) ; 
II Create the main window shell and widget . 
virtual void createShell(void); 
virtual void createWidget(void); 
II Add menubar to be managed by the main window. 
void addMenuBar(MenuBar* ) ; 
void add (Cmdlnterface*) ; 
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#endif 
// /////i/ / ///// /// /// //////////// //// //////////// /I/ //// //// / /// / / / //// / / // / /1 11 
// MainWindow.C : Supporc a main window for the program. 
// Support initial screen and menubar. 











// Constructor doesn't create the window yet. 
// Creates a list to add command buttons to be included in the main window. 
MainWindow : : MainWindow (char* name) : BasicWindow (name, "MainWindo·w") 
( 
cmdList = new CmdList("Commands List"); } -
MainWindow :: -MainWindow(void) 
( 
if( canvas) ( -
delete canvas; 
delete cmdList; 






XtVaCreateWidget ( "Wcrk Area", 
xmRowColu~1W~dgetClass, 
widget, 











(XtPointer) this) ; 
XtAddCallback( drawArea, 
XmNexposeCallback,&MainWindow: :exposeCallback, 
(XtPointer) this) ; 




// Create the window shell. 












// Create the main window widget. 
void MainWindow::createWidget(void) 
( 




/1 Add menu bar . 
void MainWindow::addMenuBar(MenuBar* menuBar) 
{ 
menuBar = menuBar; } -
// Add command buttons. 
void MainWindow::add(CmdInterface* cmd) 
( 
cmdList->add(cmd) ; } -
// Manage main window and the drawing area. 





// Draw the initial screen. 
void MainWindow: : draw (void) 
( 
assert (XtIsRealized( window)); 
canvas = new Canvas (_drawArea) ; 
canvas->create() ; 
canvas->clean() ; 
canvas->drawString(350,lSO,"VISUALIZATION OF SORTING METHODS",Font17) 
-canvas->drawString(500, 300, "by",Font14) ; 
-canvas->drawString(425,350, "Vikas Muktavaram",Font17); 
canvas->drawStr1ng(500,375,"&",Font14) ; 
canvas->drawString(420,400,"Dr. M. H. Samadzadeh",Font17); 
=canvas->drawString(400,650, "Hit any key or bucton to continue.",Font14); 
canvas->copy() ; 
II Input callback. 
void MainWindow::inputCallback(W1dget,XtPoincer clientData,XtPointer) 
{ 
MainWindow* obj = (MainWindow*)clientData; 
obj->inputExecute() ; 
II When user hits any key, initialize the program 






-canvas->drawString(300,230,"Initializing ........ ",Font17); 
canvas->copy() ; 
start(); 
II Manage menubar to start the program and disable callbacks and also destroy 
II the drawing area which is no longer needed. Manage the work area to display 










(XtPointer) this) ; 
XtRemoveCallback( drawArea, 
XmNexposeCallback,&MainWindow: :exposeCallback, 





void MainWindow::exposeCallback(Widget,XtPointer clientData,XtPointer) 
{ 
MainWindow* obj = (Ma~nWindow*)clientData; 
obj->exposeExecute() ; 
void MainWindow: :exposeExecute(void) 
{ 
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